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State Plans to Establish a M ental H om e on  
Smith Street A m id Protest from  the N eighborhood
by Rosemary Cipolla
Mrs. Spirito, a resident o f the 
Elmhurst neighborhood, is a 62 
year old bubbly woman with 
vivacious blue eyes and a crop of 
white hair pulled up into a bun on 
the top of her head.
In an interview on Monday, 
January 20, Mrs. Spirito explain­
ed to me the basic controversy in
the Elmhurst neighborhood.
According to the law, the Men­
tal Health Rehabilitation Home, 
MHRH, is emptying out its institu­
tions and placing the residents in­
to group homes because they feel 
that a large number of the patients 
are able to function in society.
One of the houses they are plan­
ning on buying is located on 853 
Smith Street.
In October, this house was up 
for sale for $150,000. It was own­
ed by Manuel Soria, a psychiatrist, 
who worked for the state out of the 
Institution for Mental Health, 
IMH.
Robert D’Amico wanted to buy 
this house for $125,000 and use it 
as a  building with one accounting 
office and two professional com­
mercial offices. Along with buying
the house, Mr. D’Amico wanted a 
variance in the zoning order to 
grant him special permission to 
elaborate with his plans in the
The neighbors of the Elmhurst 
(area did not want to give free reign 
to Mr. D’Amico to change their 
neighborhood.
The neighbors and Mrs. Spirito 
went to the zoning hearing after
petitioning against Mr. D’Amico’s 
plans and won.
This left the house up for sale 
once again and the state offered to 
buy it in order to provide for 8 
mentally ill people. The slate does 
not have to oblige by the zoning 
laws and basically have free reign 
over their property.
The neighbors of the Elmhurst 
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Las Vegas to be Held Parents 
Weekend on Friday Night
Lobbyists Warn That New Law 
Could Cut Aid by 60 Percent
Congress’ new budget-balancing 
bill, passed in December, could 
mean student aid soon could be cut 
by as much as 60 percent, some col­
lege lobbyists here warn.
The first round of cuts is due 
March 1. Various sources estimate 
the first round could mean 
decreases of anywhere from two to 
40 to 60 percent in all student aid 
programs.
The new law, usually called the 
Gramm-Rudman law after senators
Philip Gramm (R-Tex) and Warren 
Rudman (R-NH), who co­
sponsored it, forces the federal 
government to balance its budget 
by 1991.
But in doing so. Congress is not 
allowed to cut spending for Social 
Security, some welfare programs, 
many defense programs or to pay 
off the federal debt.
So, unless the government tries 
to help balance the budget by rais­
ing some taxes, education pro­
grams will be tempting fiscal 
targets, lobbyists say.
Just how deep the first round of 
the cuts will be is open to debate.
By calculating current Gramm- 
Rudman targets and the escalating 
deficit, Susan Frost of the Commit­
tee for Education Funding figures 
the U.S. Dept, of Education will 
have to shave all its college pro­
gram funding by 4.6 percent in 
March and another 30 percent in 
October.
Educators are reluctant to 
specify just how many students 
would be forced out of school by 
the cuts, or to estimate how much 
schools would have to raise tuition 
to compensate for them.
They do, however, think the cuts 
will hurt badly.
“ Consequences of Gramm- 
Rudman’s possible 40 to 60 percent 
cuts in higher education (by next 
fall) will be absolutely disastrous to 
millions of current and future 
students,” observes Kathy Ozer, 
legislatve director of the U.S. Stu­
dent Association (USSA).
•The same pressure to reduce 
spending could also force Congress 
to reduce college program funding 
in the upcoming Higher Education 
Act of 1985, which sets spending 
levels through 1990, adds Pat 
Smith, legislative analyst for the 
American Council on Education 
(ACE).
Under the new law, Ozer 
estimates Congress will have to 
trim about $11.7 billion from the 
1986 fiscal budget by March.
See A ID , pg. 3
Class of 1987 vice-president 
John Cervione announced that last 
year’s extremely successful Las 
Vegas Nile will return to Pro­
vidence College on Friday night of 
Parent’s Weekend.
“ Due to the overwhelming suc­
cesses of last years Vegas, the class 
of ’87 and the Commuter Board 
will once again sponsor the event,” 
Cervione stated. He also noted that 
this year’s Vegas is going to be 
three times the size of the first. The 
event will include two full bars, a 
full menued restaurant in the pit, 
a huge Vegas casino in Alumni 
Hall, comedian John Roarke in '64 
Hall at 8 p.m., and dancing from 
10 p.m. until closing at 1 p.m. 
Doors open at 6 p.m. and the 
casino opens at 7 p.m.
Cervione, Las Vegas Nile 
Associate Chairman, noted that the 
appeal of the event is the “ diver­
sities of activities, literally 
something for everyone, all hap­
pening at the same tim on a massive 
scale.”
The evening will also feature a 
Las Vegas Raffle with the first 
prize being a remote control VCR, 
second prize a Sanyo Component 
Stereo system with dual cassette 
turntable am/fm stereo, speakers 
and cabinet. Also available will be 
custom designed Las Vegas Nile T- 
shirts and orders will be taken for 
copies of the.class of 1987’s JRW 
slideshow.
The event is being chaired by 
Junior class president Matt Adams,
James F. Flanagan of Seekonk, 
associate professor of social work, 
has been named director for study 
abroad for Providence College. He 
replaces Laurent Gousie, Ph.D, 
who will continue in his full-time 
position as Providence College 
registrar and as professor of 
German.
In this position, Flanagan will 
direct the college’s foreign studies 
programs, including the 
Providence-in-Europe junior-year 
of study abroad at the University 
of Fribourg, Switzerland, a sum­
mer art program in Pietrasanta, 
Italy, as well as administer ex­
change programs with Kansai 
Gaidai University in Osaka, Japan 
and the New England/Quebec Stu­
dent Exchange. He also oversees 
the application process for students 
interested in study abroad oppor­
tunities afforded by other colleges 
and universities.
Flanagan received a bachelor of 
arts degree in political science from
in association with Commuter 
Board president John West. 
Adams is credited with moving the 
event from Friday, December 6, 
1985, to Friday night of Parent's 
Weekend.
Ticket requests have already 
been sent out to the parents of the 
sophomore, junior and senior 
classes, and a sellout is expected 
before the doors even open.
Cervione did note though, that 
attempts will be made to make 
tickets available at the door, for 
members of the freshmen class 
whose parents don’t attend the 
Parent’s Weekend, and other 
students whose parent’s won't be 
in attendance. If tickets are 
available at the door, the price will 
be $2.50.
Partial proceeds from the event - 
are donated to a worthy charity. 
Last year’s Vegas charity was the 
American Cancer Society and this 
year’s will benefit the Knights of 
Columbus. Cervione stated that the 
class was drawn to the Knights 
because of their “ consistent track 
record of charity, service and 
integrity.”
Needing a staff of over one hun­
dred people iq run the Las Vegas 
Nite, Cervione noted the critical 
importance of volunteer assistance 
in the event.
“.All volunteers will be reward­
ed for their efforts,”  said Cervione . 
who is in charge of all volunteers.
Class of 1987 officers and
See LAS VEGAS, pg. 3
PC in 1959 and a master’s degree 
in social work from Boston Univer­
sity in 1965. Flanagan joined the 
PC faculty in 1967. He is a member 
of the Academy of Certified Social 
Workers.
Jennie Trimble of Providence 
has been named to the newly- 
created full-time administrative 
position of assistant director for 
study abroad. She had previously 
provided administrative support 
for the study-abroad program 
while secretary to the registrar, the 
former director of the program.
In addition to assisting in the ad­
ministration of the program, Mrs. 
Trimble, interviews and selects stu­
dent candidates for study abroad.
Mrs. Trimble, who joined the 
PC staff in 1971, received a 
bachelor of arts degree in liberal 
studies from PC in 1980, and a 
master’s o f education degree in 
counseling from PC in 1985.
INSIDE...
Winter Movie Wrap-up
For an optimistic outlook on the upcoming economic year. 
See the Cowl’s Business section on page 8.
Louie’s:
A special story on the one in­
stitution in the neighborhood 
that every student pays a visit 
to. See Features on page 16.
Economy Looks Good
All of this winter season’s big movies are reviewed in the 
Arts and Entertainment section. See pages 12-15.
Flanagan Apointed New Assistant 
Director for Study Abroad
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Students must be trained to work the game tables at the Las Vegas Nile to be held in the Slavin Center 
on Friday night of Parents Weekend. (See story, right) Center
CPR Sessions to Be 
Held This Semester
by Jennifer McGee
Theresa Coggins o f the 
Academic Research Committee an­
nounced three CPR sessions to be 
held:
January 27-28 
February 3-4 
February 10-11
Matt Adams and Jim Vallee in­
troduced a resolution which would 
allow scooters the same rights 
automobiles have on campus.- 
The Commuter Board is now ac­
cepting deposits for spring 
trips—S50 non-refundable.
Class of
•Photographer will be present at 
Parents Night, February 1 for 
family pictures. Also, we will be 
selling T-shirts.
•Selling flowers for Blind-Date 
ball.
•A Providence College calendar for 
1987,________________________
On Sunday, January 26, the 
senior class will hold senior Super 
Bowl Sunday at the Rat. The class 
of ’86’s Junior Ring Slide Show 
will be re-shown on Friday, 
February 7.
The class of ’87 will hold a Super 
Bowl Sunday party at the Garden 
Cafe. Free draft for every Patriot 
touchdown.
This Friday night the sophomore 
class will be holding their stag bash 
at the Venus de Milo.
The class of ’89 has the Com­
puter Match Sheets available.
’88 News
*A spring volleyball tourney with 
donation to the Meeting Street 
School.
•On sale in lower Slavin for Valen­
tine’s Day “ Incredible Edibles.” 
•Class meeting in ’64 Hall 
February 26 at 7 p.m.
IN MEMORIAM
John J. Nelson, Jr. ’87
John J. Nelson, a member ot 
the class of 1987, died at his 
home in Canton, Massachusetts on 
January 5, 1986. Besides his 
parents, he is survived by two
sisters and a- brother: Lynda, 
Kimberly and Christopher. The 
funeral Mass of Christian Burial 
was held on Thursday, January 9 
at the Church of St. Joseph 
Cemetary, West Roxbury.
At Providence College John was 
a Business Management major. 
John was very active in Friar Coun­
cil Knights of Columbus at PC and 
held both an elected Office (Guard) 
and an appointed Office (Council 
Activities Director).
Friar Council KofC held a 
Memorial Mass for John on Satur­
day, January 18 at 12 noon in Guz­
man Chapel. The college’s 
Memorial Mass for John will be 
held on Sunday, January 26 at 
11:30 a.m. in Aquinas Chapel.
★  MENTAL HOME
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area were also against this proposal 
and stated their feelings at a public 
hearing on Wednesday, January 8.
Representatives of the mental in­
stitution were present and said that 
the patients ‘ ‘were docile most of 
the time” and that they would be 
controlled by drugs. The patients 
would also be monitored by a 
twenty-four hour staff which will 
not live there but will always be on
The state is spending a quarter 
of a million dollars between buy­
ing the house and renovating it. 
They are going to tear down the 
garage on the right side of the 
house and replace it with a park­
ing lot.
“The people aren’t even going to 
be able to sit in their backyards,” 
said Mrs. Spirito.
The main voice of the 
neighborhoood people was “ why
not just build a new house if you’re 
going to spend so much money.”
The people in the are “ feel 
uneasy” and are trying to fight for 
their neighborhood.
“ We’re trying to keep this old 
neighborhood the way it is. We 
love the area,” said Mrs. Spirito.
The case is presently in the hands 
of the Properties Committee to 
decide if they will give the money 
to the state needed for use of this 
house.
But, as Mrs. Spirito says, “ The 
show ain’t over till the fat lady 
sings!”
Writers’ Block Cured
Send S2 for catalog of over 16,000 
topics to assist your writing efforts and 
help you defeat Writers' Block. For in­
fo, call TOLL-FREE 1-800-621-5745. 
(In Illinois, call 312-922-0300.) Authors’ 
Research, Rm. 600-N, 407 S. Dearborn, 
Chicago, IL 50605..
klSM R C M  B»AB»BRw
14,278 to choose from—all subjects
Order Cctatog Today with VtM/MC or COO
U B E a  800-351-0222
in Calif. (213) 477-8226 
Or, rush *2.00 to: Research Assistance 
11322 Idaho Ave. 1206-SS, Los Angelas CA 90025 
Custom nasuch also ««»a«eto—at lexh
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The Marines we’re looking for a few good men. I wonder if these two have seen any?
Freshmen & Sophomores:
Learn how to discover your career options!
JAN. 29, WEDNESDAY 
3 P.M. - ’64 HALL
“PLANNING FOR CAREER SUCCESS”
A  P A N EL O F ALU M N I AN D  P.C. SENIORS W ILL D ISC USS:
• How to transfer your major and skills to the job market 
•How their college major connects to their career interests 
•How you can develop the qualities that employers seek 
•How to make a liberal arts background into an employment asset 
P A N E LIS TS :
•A Language major now successful in banking and law 
•A Sociology major now in a dynamic sales career 
•A History major now an Attorney 
•A Finance major working in commercial banking
•Current seniors including Math, Political science, American Studies, Humanities, and 
English majors
ALL MAJORS and UNDECLARED STUDENTS WELCOME!!!
Student Development Center
Career Planning Service • Slavin 209
NEWS
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Providence College junior Carolyn M. McLellan, a special education 
major from Westwood, MA, and Kristin Singiser, a junior educa- 
tion/mathematics major from Wilbraham, Massachuetts, were among 
32 recent recipients of Metropolitan Life Foundation Future Teacher
C am pus N otes:
Mai Brown
The Greater Providence Chapter, 
of the Providence College Alumni 
Association, the Mai Brown Club, 
will sponsor a “ Mai Brown Night”
. for PC alumni, their families and 
friends attending the February 8 
performance of Moliere’s comic 
farce, The Imaginary Invalid. The 
play, which is the second produc­
tion of PC’s Blackfriars Theatre 
1985-86 season, will be directed by 
guest artist Michael Grando, a 
noted mime.
Tickets for the performance, 
which begins at 8 p.m. in the 
Blackfriars Theatre, Harkins Hall, 
are $5 per person and include a 
post-performance alumni reception 
in Harkin’s Hall Faculty Lounge.
For information on how to pur­
chase tickets, call the Providence 
College Alumni Office at 865-2414.
New Assistant 
Registrar
Edward C. Morin of West War­
wick has been appointed an assis­
tant registrar at Providence Col­
lege. Morin replaces Francis 
Crudele, who recently retired after 
35 years of service to the college.
As assistant registrar, Morin is 
responsible for building and main­
taining a master course schedule; 
preparing, publishing and 
distributing course registration 
listings; scheduling classroom 
by himself which programs not to 
fund in order to save money.
Based on what he’s done before, 
the president would seem likely to 
cut education programs to do it.
In each year since 1980, Presi­
dent Reagan has proposed cutting 
federal student aid programs by as 
space, and developing final exam 
schedules for the college.
A 1985 PC graduate with a 
bachelor’s degree in economics, 
Morin worked in the Registrar’s 
Office while an undergraduate.
; LA S VEGAS, fro m  page 1 
representatives will chair the 
following positions: Matt Adams, 
overall chairman; John Cervione, 
asst, chairman; Suzie Frost,
Strekouras is 
New Loan Officer
Virginia Strekouras, a resident of 
Providence, has been appointed to 
the position of loan officer in the 
student loan department of Pro­
vidence College. She had previous­
ly been payroll supervisor and 
assistant to the manager of the stu­
dent loan department for the 
college.
As loan officer, Mrs. Strekouras 
will assist in the disbursement, 
reconciliation and record-keeping 
of loans and awards, and in the 
handling of deferments, caneella— 
tions and collections. She will also 
assist in the maintenance o f more 
than $12 million in National Direct 
Student Loans.
Mrs. Strekouras joined the Pro­
vidence College staff in 1965 and 
has since served in a variety of posi­
tions in the office of purchasing 
and the treasurer’s office.
Club Notes
Education Club: Meeting-first or 
second week back from break. 
Scheduling guest speaker Paul 
Lamontagne-PC alumnus-teacher 
speaking on current affairs in 
education.
WDOM has now begun its new 
news bureau. The bureau will be 
headed by Alan j.  Smigielski, class 
of ’88, who was appointed as news 
director last week. The bureau has 
already begun doing live reports on 
location. Smigielski is hoping to get 
many PC students to help the news 
bureau with reporting, editing, pro­
ducing and broadcasting. The 
bureau already consists of about 20 
people. Any students interested in 
helping should contact Smigielski 
at 865-2460.
treasurer; Christy Julian, decora­
tions; Teresa Coggins, 
tickets/door; John DiCarlo, Rat 
bar; Chris Anderson, restaurant; 
Karen Rose, tickets/door.
Cervione stated that “ should 
everything go as we expect, Vegas 
will be the best event at PC all 
year.”
Jr. Class
Announces
Program
Scholarships, (l-r) Dr. Thomas F. Flaherty, chairman of PC’s depart­
ment of education; Carolyn M. McLellan; Rev. John F. Cunningham, 
O.P., president of the college, Kristin Singiser; and Matthew W. 
Galbraith, senior vice president of Metropolitan Life Insurance Com­
pany, New England territory, who presented the certificates.
★  AID
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The federal government will 
spend about $8 billion on student 
aid programs this year—about the 
same as in fiscal 1985 before a sup­
plemental appropriation bill fun­
ding Guaranteed Student Loans 
passed.
After March, the Grarnin- 
Rudman law then manadates the . 
government to find ways to keep 
reducing the federal deficit by $36 
billion a year through the rest of 
this decade.
One way to reduce the deficit, Of 
course, is to raise taxes.
“More and more people are talk­
ing about a tax increase. It will be 
the only way,” reports Tom 
Gleason, a spokesman for Sen. 
Gary "Hart (D-Co).
“ I don’t think there is a proclivi­
ty toward cuts,”  agrees Bob Sned, 
and aide to Sen. Ernest Hollings 
(D-SC). “ Most people think drastic 
reductions” without accompanying 
tax hikes ‘‘will be dead on arrival” 
in Congress.
Gleason thinks some conser­
vative senators will endorse tax 
hikes if they help spare the defense 
budget from cuts, though he | 
doesn’t expect them to publicly 
support the hikes until after next 
fall’s elections.
Ozer worries fall may be too late 
for many student aid programs.
“ Clearly cuts will be triggered 
before possible tax legislation,” she 
. says.
ACE’sSmith, moreover, doesn’t 
think states readily will replace 
federal student aid cuts with funds 
of their own.
“ We haven’t heard of any quan­
tum leaps in state aid,” Smith says. 
“ It tends to go up with inflation, 
and that’s it.”
Lobbyists have not surrendered, 
though.
The USSA will be organizing a 
letter campaign around the coun­
try for students to write their 
representatives. The target time will 
be around St. Patrick’s Day, when 
legislators will be making key deci­
sions. “ We will be working the 
green back in the education 
hudeet.”  Ozer savs.
“ The class of 1987’s Communi­
ty Research Program is an 
outgrowth of our unique marketing 
position on campus in relation to 
the surrounding community,”  said 
Junior class president Matt Adams, 
after announcing the development 
of the new program.
The purpose of the program is to 
“ provide students with a high 
quality, high quantity product at a 
low price,”  stated Adams.
The first business to work in 
association with the class in the 
project is Cheer’s Restaurant at 44 
AdmiraL Street, owned by :Joe 
Gulli. The project, will be.an “all 
you can eat”  pancake breakfast 
every Saturday and Sunday for 
$2.00.
Adams stated that he was aware 
that people may have a natural 
suspicion to an off that seemed 
“ too good to be true” , but he 
assured the Cowl that the low cost 
wasn't coming at the expense of 
quality.
“ The key to success in this pro­
gram is high volume, and you’re 
only going to get that by serving an 
excellent quality product, or else 
they won’t come back no matter 
what kind of advertising you 
have,” stated Adams.
Asked why he chose Cheer’s 
Restaurant, Adams answered, 
“Joe (Gulli) demonstrated a sincere 
interest in catering his product line 
to the Providence student while up 
holding our stringent demands on 
quality and integrity.
Adams also made note of the 
future potential of other “ all you 
can eat” nights such as spaghetti 
night, fried chicken night, and fish 
and chips and chowder night.
When asked what the class’ in­
centive was in off-campus business 
establishments, Adams responded, 
“ We have a natural interest in off 
campus services to PC students, 
seeing as over 90 percent of our 
class lives off-campus."
Where then does Cheer’s 
Restaurant fit in all this? “ I’d love 
to see Cheer’s become the off- 
campus cafeteria of Providence 
College,”  said Adams.
A similar nationwide letter­
writing campaign helped defeat a 
presidential proposal to cut federal 
student aid programs in 1982.
The American Heart Associa­
tion, Rhode Island Affiliate, an­
nounced that the annual Father 
Lennon Golf Tournament has rais­
ed over $100,000 in the past 11 
years to support its Blood Pressure 
Management Program.
“This year’s goal o f $10,000 was 
realized. That brought us over the 
to p ,”  according to Richard 
Schulman, MD, AHA President. 
“ Blood Pressure is a major concern 
of the Heart Association. We know 
that high blood pressure increases 
the risk of stroke, heart attack, 
kidney failure and congestive heart 
failure. When combined with other 
conditions such as obesity, smok­
ing, high blood cholesterol levels or 
diabetes, the risk of heart attack or 
stroke increases several times,”  he 
added.
1985 Tournament Co-chairman 
Joseph R. Beretta, Jr., of Lincoln 
and Anthony J. Paolino, Jr., of 
Barrington, presented this year’s 
amount of $10,000 to the Associa­
tion. In receiving the contribution, 
David Chatel, AHA Executive 
Director recognized the efforts of
their blood pressure checked. We 
know through measures such as 
dietary modification, regular exer­
cise and in some cases medication, 
high blood pressure is usually 
controllable.”
Fr. Lennon Golf Tournament Raises 
$100,000 for American Heart Assoc.
volunteers who have been with the 
Tournament over the years and 
added that “ with their support we 
can continue to educate Rhode 
Islanders about the dangers of high 
blood pressure and to increase our ■ 
efforts to encourage people to get
Eleventh Annua! Father Lenon Golf Tountaiseat co-chsin&en Joseph 
A. Beretla, Jr., w d  Anthony S. Pm Hh  with David Qtafei, AHA 
Executive Director sad Father Joseph Lento*.
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EDITORIALS
Final Grades Are 
N ot A lw ays Final
Each semester students and teachers experience finals week. 
Finals are given in most classes. After a final is administered 
teachers have 72 hours to correct the exams and turn in their 
final grades.
Sounds easy—Right? Did you ever stop to think that pro­
fessors make mistakes? Probably not.
In this semester alone, there have been three cases (which we 
have heard) where students questioned their final grades. They 
spoke to their professors who then realized they had 
miscalculated that particular students grade.
The problem which arises in this; teacher s do not have 
enough time to record final grades, give exams, and close out 
the semester. Perhaps the 72 hour policy should be changed.
This is not to say, of course, that every final grade is wrong, 
and students never trust their teachers—but mistakes are 
possible.
Maybe from now on, along with changing the 72 hour policy, 
students should receive their final exams in their mailboxes or 
be able to pick them up before leaving for break. This way 
any problems which will occur may be resolved before they 
arise, thus making less work for everyone.
Unfortunately, it may be difficult to get in touch with a 
teacher to change a grade or get a final returned. But, be per­
sistent especially if you are right about your mistaken final 
grade.
A  W ord o f  Thanks to Those  
W ho G o U nnoticed
(Photos by Bill Dwyer)
Some students may not realize how important final grades 
are. At first, they have a lot to do with jobs you will receive.
If you feel good about an exam you have taken—and a lit­
tle disappointed when your grades do arrive, don’t be shy, 
just go get your final and see for yourself. Maybe you really 
did not do well—or maybe your feelings were correct.
Remember—a final grade is not necessarily final. Just 
because it is in print, does not mean it can never be changed.
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Debbie Micelotta ’87
Security guard in the library— 
Francis Garvey.
Brenda Lombardo ’86
John Marinatto from sport’s 
information.
Steve Carey ’88
Mark Rapoza in charge of 
buildings and maintenance.
Mary Tramonti ’86
Reference librarian, Ed Bailey.
Jennifer Kerrigan '89
Mrs. Cuddy from Slavin 
Information.
Paul McGunagle '86
Father McMahon and Mark 
Rapoza.
Paul Richards ’86
. Father Dabash.
Erin Boyle ’89
The staff in Alumni cafeteria.
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Letters Liberate the Student Congress
Sorry — from the BOP 
Travel Committee
Dear Editor:
The BOP Travel Committee 
would like to extend our sincere 
apologies to the four people who 
were the victims of the selfish and 
inconsiderate actions of their fellow 
students.
On Thursday night, while 
loading the buses to take 100 PC 
fans to Boston College to cheer on 
.the Friar basketball team, certain 
stud«ta took it upon themselves to 
see the game for'free. As a result, 
four people who legitimately stood
in line and paid for their tickets 
were unable to see the game as the 
game was sold out and we did not 
have any extra tickets.,
To avoid these problems in the 
future, we hope that these 
dishonest students will be more 
considerate toward -their fellow 
students.
Theresa Conte 
Kathy Rossbaum 
BOP Travel Committee 
Chairpersons
King Finally Recognized
The one and only time I met Dr. 
Martin Luther King Jr., was after 
he had called a press conference to 
announce that he would lead a 
massive march in New York City 
to proteest the Vietnam War. 
Another time, I sort o f met him.
I interviewed a former Mississippi 
deputy sheriff who had been con­
vinced of conspiracy in the killing 
of three civil-rights workers and 
who, before that, had jailed the 
future Nobel Peace Prize winner. 
He pronounced him a great man. 
“ That Dr. King, he had 
something,”  said Cecil Ray Price.
1 raise these two instancs 
"because, as Jesse Jackson has 
pointed out, the reality of Martin 
Luther King is being bleached and 
his memory expropriated by peo­
ple who were, when it counted, his 
critic and enemy. The truth of the 
matter is that King went to jail. The 
truth is that King was a dissenter. 
The truth is that King was, in some 
ways, a revolutionary—a dreamer 
yes, but a brawler, too. He fought 
like hell for justice.
This all has to "be said because 
the King praised by Ronald Reagan 
and Edwin Meese III could take a 
place on the dais of a Chamber of 
Commerce lunch and get nothing 
but pats on the back. They have 
made him a flag bearer in the giant 
patriotic parade now marching 
down the middle of America. The 
real King, with sadness but with 
firmness, would have said that this 
' parade is not for him. He would, 
if you don’t mind, have dropped 
off in the ghetto where things are 
now said to be going so well.
It is wonderful that Reagan and 
company have finally gotten 
around to recognizing King’s 
greatness. More power to them. 
But if they are to recognize the man 
he was—not the man they wish he 
had been, he was the guy conser­
vatives hated—the one they called 
a communist. He was suspected of 
being in the pay of the North Viet­
namese or, variously, the Russians. 
He was the civil-rights leader whom 
the FBI bugged. They put listening 
devices in the motel rooms where 
he stayed and his most intimate 
conversations were passed around 
Washington for. the cheap thrills of 
creeps and racists.
Now, of course, Martin Luther 
King Jr., is being praised as a 
patriot who would have cheered 
“ Rocky IV.”  But that, alas, is 
because he is. dead and his cause— 
civil rights—no longer controver­
sial. If he were alive today, he 
would be called all sorts of names. 
At the very least, Jeane Kirkpatrick
Richard
Cohen
But Martin Luther King was a 
true patroit. He loved his country 
enough to challenge it to be better. 
He broke laws—bad laws, but laws 
nonetheless—and he went to jail 
for it. He agitated and condemn­
ed, exhorted and lambasted. He 
prayed for his enemies but never 
shirked from confronting them. He 
represented an institution—the 
church—but he challenged institu­
tions he thought were doing wrong.
He was an authority figure—a 
minister—who did not hesitate to 
take on the authorities when he 
thought they were wrong. He 
started in the South, but was turn­
ing his attention to the North and, 
over the war in Vietnam, he was 
about to battle the very administra­
tion that had been his ally.
The real Martin Luther King was 
a critic, not a cheerleader. The real 
Martin Luther King appreciated 
America’s ability to do better—to 
improvise, improve, make the 
country better for everyone. The 
real Martin Luther King would 
never celebrate the status quo and 
if someone proclaimed that 
America was standing tall he would 
say, yes, but we can stand taller.
Like Albert Camus, Martin 
Luther King knew the real subver­
sion is conformity and that the true 
patriotism is criticism and action. 
Martin Luther King had a dream, 
but Martin Luther King, as his 
achievements attest, was no 
dreamer.
Richard Cohen is a member o f  the 
Washington Post Writers Group.
In his letter to the Cowl a few 
weeks ago, John DiCarlo, Chair­
man of the Committee on 
Legislative Affairs of Student Con­
gress, discussed- certain inherent 
problems besieged on the Student 
Congress—then-listed a few sugges­
tions for future improvments.
Mr. DiCarlo should be elected to 
the U.S. Senate for his keen insight 
and understanding of the Congress. 
This is quite remarkable seeing as 
so few members of Congress real- 
- ly^omprehend the composure and 
r|m akeup:of- the- organization.
The whole matter’ heeds’ even 
more discussion about a 
“ Congress-for-show” —a thought 
contrary to President Mike Reagan 
(no relation to Ron).
Mr. DiCarlo wrote, “ Congress 
itself doesn’t know what it is.” For 
the most part this is true. But a 
more impressive inquiry would 
change his words to the effect: 
simply. Congress .does not know 
what it is supposed to do while 
possessing ill-defined (or undefin­
ed, as it may be) goals and 
purposes.
It is, in practice, the sole 
representative of the entire student 
body. The supposed purpose— 
what it is to accomplish—is listed 
in a pamphlet each student receiv­
ed in his mailbox titled: “ Student 
Congress Providence, Getting In­
volved.”  It says, “ Our objective is 
to ensure that quality representa­
tion for the academic, social, and 
athletic atmosphere is maintained 
at Providence College. I t . con­
tinues, the Congress “ is committed 
to sustaining and improving all 
aspects o f the student needs.”
The first portion of those words 
is true. We are represented. But we 
are terribly over-represented. 
Because of this revelation the Con­
gress cannot even think to imple­
ment its purposes, present a clear 
set o f goals, prepare an agenda, 
and simply get the gears of political 
machinery moving.
Look at the pamphlet. It is richly 
filled and detailed with pertinent 
information the non-Congress 
member should know. It gives ex­
planations for various committees, 
sub-committees, and subordinate 
boards.
The real trouble is that there are 
committees for every imaginable 
group this college offers (Academic 
Calendar, Food, Advisory, etc....). 
I’m only stunned that Congress has
not acquired the imagination to 
form a committee on committees. 
Great Golly Whoppers. I can en­
vision a sub-committee on the com­
mittee on committees.
Nevertheless, with committees 
dealing with the spirit to sports, 
there is a shared belief that, in­
credibly, we are void of represen­
tation. But such beliefs arc im­
petuous because of the numerous 
commUtees Pis’ted iif (he pamphlet.
1, ,ln  actuality there are'so rnaiiy 1 
committees that Congress is just 
too large to mate physical reality
Jim
Freeman
out of theoretic purpose. The pre­
sent Congress is too complex, loo 
big; thereby rendering it as an in­
effective vehicle to promote better 
quality of life for students. Such a 
“ big” government is realistically an 
impotent government which con­
cerns itself with petty politics in­
stead of more serious politics.
Mr. DiCarlo’s claims asserting 
Congress as “ show” are fairly
It seems this government 
through the years is intimidated by 
instilling a fear in itself that all are 
not represented. But this govern­
ment has not stepped outside itself 
to take more than just a cursory 
glance at itself on how represen­
tative it is. This “ over­
representation" has led to a certain 
inefficiency that has, in turn, led to 
a virtual half of productive action 
by the Congress.
The real primary purpose of 
Congress, as seen correctly, is to 
represent all in hopes all are 
satisfied.
It basically stops there. We can 
have just as much representation 
while cutting some committees.
Clearly, changes are in need. Mr. 
DiCarlo suggests the disbanding of 
Student Congress. Well, such a 
drastic measure will produce no 
representation with frictionless ef­
ficiency. We need a middle ground, 
a ground that will support equal 
quantities of both on a level 
foundation.
Essentially, we need to clean up 
the present untidiness staining Con­
gress. Let’s discuss some 
alternatives.
Some committees overlap and 
can be forged together or 
disbanded—i.e., the Activitiesand 
Social Life committee is an 
overseer of all aspects o f the social 
and cultural life. The Board of 
Programmers (BOP) is the sole 
i body for providing'this; whihrits 
i chairperson overset its aCtiCitids: 
Wasteful.
The BOP should become a 
separate entity outside of Congress 
to end needless bickering. Even the 
BOP can clean up itself.
Class officers are basically con­
cerned for their class. Their em­
phasis and importance in the Con­
gress should be de-emphasized. 
Perhaps class representatives 
should be involved directly with the 
other four officers and Congress.
The executive officers should in- 
- volve directly with the represen­
tatives and the class. Or we could 
keep the present system intact and 
introduce Senators which only will 
be involved in Congress—not the 
others.
Some sub-committees (or they 
might be just committees) and their 
sister committees sound absurd. 
And a layman, like myself, in such 
matters may ask, out of the blue, 
what is the difference between 
Academic Appeals committee and 
an Academic Affairs committee? If 
they are not different, what do they 
do? Are they tied in endless 
malestrom? Couldn't only one of 
the committees perform both 
duties?
By looking at a sweeping over­
view we see that Student Congress 
can improve.
An unusally notable year for 
Congress would be for Congress to 
scrutinize its present state, (the for­
mation o f a Publicity committee is 
a start—as it is a fine committee— 
not wasteful—to inform, in detail, 
the constituency—something seem­
ingly lacking) If this occurs then it 
would, possibly, be liberated to 
enact important legislation and 
discover a purpose. But miracles 
occur as often as Halley’s Comet.
Jim Freeman is a member o f  the 
class o f  ’88 and a math/computer 
science major.
"Don't take her so seriously. There's bound to be  a  lower form of 
life than  being a  freshman, give m e a  minute and I'll think of one."
COMMENTARY
would call him a “ §an Francisco 
Democrat” —one of the Blame 
America First crowd who has no 
place either in American politics or, 
for sure, at the White House table. 
Certainly, he would not be called 
a patriot.
The patriot o f today is not so­
meone who questions authority or 
institutions. The new patriotism, so 
celebrated by magazines, beer com­
mercials and professional-football 
teams, is always linked to confor­
mity in action—in particular, the 
military. Just say the word and you 
see someone in uniform, maybe 
saluting, maybe rushing across 
some rough terrain in an army- 
recruiting commercial in which war 
is indistinguishable from a 
boyhood game of guns—bang, 
bang, your dead. They are time- 
for-milk-and-cookies patriots.
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Gaddafi: A Menance to
On December 27, Palestinian ter­
rorists attacked the Vienna and 
Rome airports with hand grenades 
and automatic rifles that left 19 
people dead and 112 injured. The 
people killed and injured were in­
nocent bystanders who were enjoy­
ing the Christmas season in 
Europe. The airport attacks 
demonstrated how open and 
vulnerable civilians are to 
terrorism.
The random killing o f innocent 
civilians (including an eleven year 
old girl) demonstrated the 
ruthlessness and barbarianism of 
terrorists. It further demonstrates 
the extent to which terrorists would 
kill innocent people to further their 
revolutionary cause.
World opinion was not only 
disgusted and dismayed by the air- 
■ ports attacks but was further 
angered and frustrated by allega- 
| tions that Libya provided logistical 
and material support for the ter­
rorists (who were believed to be 
members of Abu Nidal, Fatah 
Revolutionary Council). Libya pro­
ved its insensitivity when its news 
agency described the attacks as 
“ acts of heroism committed by the 
children of the martyrs of the Sabra 
and Shatila camps”  (this is in 
reference to the massacre that oc- 
cured in the Palestinian camps in 
Lebanon).
Contain
Libya’s involvement in the air­
port massacre shouldn’t be surpris­
ing since Gaddafi has long been a 
proponent of state terrorism in fur­
thering his illegitimate goals. His 
method includes killing political 
opponents of his regime anywhere 
in the world. He has threatened 
many world leaders, including 
President Reagan because of their 
opposition to his foreign policy. 
Gaddafi has also threatened Egypt, 
Israel, and other countries who are 
opposed to his illegitimate aims. 
Gaddaif has repeatedly shown total
John
Cotoia
disrespect for international law.
Following the airport attacks, - 
President Reagan responded by im­
posing economic sanctions against 
Libya to demonstrate our anger 
and frustration at Gaddafi’s sup­
port for terrorism. Even though 
our economic ties with Libya were 
minimum before the sanctions, it 
was still a powerful message to ' 
Gaddafi: that the United States will 
not tolerate his support for world 
terrorism.
Unfortunately, most o f our 
European allies (except Italy who
suspended arms shipment to Libya) 
didn’t impose economic sanctions 
against Libya. They claim that 
there is no conclusive proof that 
Gaddafi was behind the airport 
massacre. It is not surprising that 
our Western allies offered such a 
flimsy excuse for refusing to join 
us in imposing economic sanctions 
againsdt Gaddafi since they all 
have strong economic ties with 
Libya.
It is unfortunate that our allies 
would rather fueled the murderous 
Gaddafi regime with oil money in 
order that he may subsidize ter­
rorists rather than try to isolate him 
in the international arena. It is 
ironic that our European allies are 
so tolerant o f the Gaddafi regime 
since most of his barbaric activity 
has been on their soil (including the 
recent Rome and Vienna attacks). 
H  No longer should we neglect to 
"hold responsible nations who 
directly or indirectly support ter­
rorism. Gaddafi has long been a 
supporter of international ter­
rorism. There must be a concerted 
effort among the United States and 
our European allies to isolate Libya 
economically politacally, and inter­
nationally. Nations that are con­
cerned with terrorism should not 
give economic fuel to the Gaddafi 
regime in order that he may sub­
sidize terrorists.
“THEY”
Who are they? I should clarify this 
question by putting quotation 
marks around the word “ they” . 
“ They”  have caused confusion in 
my life for as long as I can 
remember. The real problem seems 
to be the ambiguity iof this group 
of-people.
Long ago I used to think that 
“ they” were weathermen. People 
were always saying such things as 
“ They say it’s going to go below 
freezing tonight.” I made the inno­
cent logical syllogism that if 
weathermen talk about the 
weather, and “ They” talk about 
the weather, then “ they” must be 
the weathermen.
This interpretation held me over 
for several years, but I’m no fool. 
In my early youth I noticed my 
friends growing concerned about 
things which “They say are cool.” 
Friends wbuld say “ They say these 
are the coolest shoes you can get.” 
I would believe them, and I would 
plead with my mother to get those 
very same shoes. So I too could say 
“ They say these are the coolest 
shoes you can get.”  I began to 
wonder why weathermen were so 
concerned about shoes, lunch 
boxes, skateboards, baseball 
gloves, and the coolest new record 
that had just come out. I was 
beginning to think that “ they 
weren’t weathermen at all, but in­
stead some kind of fashion con­
sulting agency. And yet that still 
didn’t make sense, because why 
would a fashion consulting agency 
be concerned with the weather. 
These were the truly confusing 
years of my life with respect to 
“ they” .__________________ _ _
Joe
Whelan
I needed help so I turned to my 
father for advice. He uttered in a 
matter-of-fact way that the term 
“ they” was used by fools who had 
no other way of substantiating the 
things they were saying. I took this 
advice to heart and from that point 
on I never believed a  person when 
they said ‘‘They say...” . Since then 
I’ve been caught in the rain and 
seen in night clubs wearing stripes, 
checks amd polka-dots; all because 
I didn’t believe what “ they”  said. 
Now I ’m 21 and I’m my own man 
so I look back and question my 
fathers advice. I know not whether 
he was right, or whether “ they” 
were weathermen or fashion con­
sultants. I remain confused. Who 
are “ they” ?
Joseph Whelan is an English ma­
jor and a member o f  the Class .of 
’86.
True Patriotism ?
Monday afternoon was the last 
straw. Channel 12 interrupted its 
normally scheduled program to go 
live at T.F. Green airport for the 
Patriots’ send-off.
Just when the much-overblown- 
hoopla had died down, 1 had to 
miss Krystle Carrington fight with 
Blake, and then probably walk in 
on someone’s long lost niece in bed 
with the gardener who turns oufto 
be Blake’s twin.
What did I miss all of this action 
for? An old man who 1 assume was 
Salty Brine standing at a 
microphone on a platform at the 
airport introducing the only players 
who were willing to. get up in front 
of one last microphone and say 
that they didn’t cafe about the 
point spread.
It got worse though. The aged 
gentleman, caught up in the excite­
ment started to introduce Chuck 
Sullivan (who?) but had to stop 
and ask him his name for all to
All of the T-shirts and hats and 
slogans are a far cry from the local 
feelings toward the Pats in 
September.
The old addage“ you couldn’t 
pay me to go to a Pat’s game” was 
never truer as PC students turned 
down jobs as ushers at the games. 
Students refused to get $22, a hot 
dog, and a coke to stand in an ai­
sle and show people to their seats. 
These same students now wear $12 
courdoroy Pats hats and $10 Pats 
T-shirts around campus.
And what about the rest of New 
England? Can a team only get 
30,000 fans to go to a game when 
they draw from a whole region. 
Can you imagine the attendance at 
a Southeastern Dolphins game? 
The Chiefs need fans- how about
the mid-west Chiefs?
1 wonder how many fans who 
camped out to get tickets to the 
Super Bowl were on the couch in 
their living room smoking a ciagr . 
and saying that the Patriots can 
always find a way to lose when they 
fell to the Jets in November. 
G ranted, the loss of the 
cheerleaders this season had to hurt 
attendance somewhat, but why did 
only a few thousand fans show up 
on Delorean night when each fan 
over 16 got a free car’?-The truck 
and tractor pull show outdrew the 
Bill’s game.
The latest play be the Patriots’ 
organization to spark interest is . 
aligning the Super Bowl to an 
atomic war between the U.S and
Patrick
Kennelly
the Russians. The red, white and 
blue Patriots vs. the Black Bears. 
See the connection?
I would like to think that the 
U.S. stands a better chance at 
beating the Russians should the 
situation come up. The closest 
similarity between the super powers 
and the Super Bowl lies in the fans i 
and citizens. When things go well 
in our country we sing “ Born in the 
USA” and “ Pink Houses”  but we 
are quick to change our tune if 
times get tough. Sound familiar? 
Will all o f these Patriots songs get 
played next year if they fail to make 
the playoffs?
Maybe the Sullivan’s should go 
back to selling regular beer instead 
of the unleaded LA. Maybe a lot 
of things. Maybe fans should be 
fans.
My father has had'season tickets 
to the Redskins games for 25 years, 
even when they were called the 
Deadskins. If you’re with them 
now, stay with them next season. 
Good Luck Pats, your fans, and 
for now a few hundred thousand 
other New Englanders are behind 
you.
Patrick Kennedy is a member o f 
the class o f  ’86 and is an undeclared 
major.
The Year o f  the G rand Illusion
In some respects, 1985 was a 
testimony to the saying, “ things 
aren’t  always what they seem.” 
Many issues were publicized and 
people were told that “ this is get­
ting better, and this is rapidly im­
proving.” What was part of the big 
picture and what happened behind 
the scenes were two different 
things, however, and.1985 proved 
jo be the year of the grand illusion.
This was really apparent on the 
political scene. President Reagan, 
considered a boyish mid 70 year 
old, fought off cancer again and 
met with the Soviets in Geneva.
All was well in Switzerland, lots 
of laughs and handshakes, and a 
dialogue was set to improve rela­
tions over several years. What that 
amounted a joint music video pro­
ject with grade school chifdren,
. more computer sales to Russia and 
some trade restrictions eased: Yes 
PC, it will be easier to get , 
Stolichnaya now.
Qn top of that, Mrs. Bonner 
made it to Boston for medical 
treatment and the Russians have 
down played alot of their violent 
acts, except for Afghanistan of 
course.
In actuality, everyone was feel­
ing a little better about relations. 
People weren’t mad at the Russians 
anymore, they were mad at the Li­
byans. Colonel Gaddafi, despite 
having a sluggish economy, found 
money to bomb airports, kill 
civilians and hijack western planes
and ships. It’s easy to afford opera­
tions like these when your getting 
discount weapons from Russia.
As a matter of fact, the Soviets-, 
expressed concern and pledged to 
aid Libya if the U.S. military ac­
tions against Cadaffi. These are the 
same people we found to be nice 
guys in Geneva!
Live Aid was another big event 
in 1985. The show raised millions 
for starving people in Ethiopia, and 
the response was so overwhelming
Joe
Devine
that many thought hunger had 
been finally conquered. Unfor­
tunately, the proceeds from the 
show and thq USA for Africa 
album only amounted to about 
$3.38 per hungry person.
If anything negative could be 
said about such a tremendous ef­
fort it would be the impression 
given to alot of contributors. With 
the sense of victory at Live Aid 
came the sense that the war was
The response to CARE and the 
. Salvation Army at Christmas was
the lowest in years, and the coor­
dinator of CARE implied that the 
Live Aid campaign was a major 
reason for the decline.
Perhaps the city most misguid­
ed by false hope and misguided ex­
pectation was Boston. The Celtics 
had their fans on the edge of their 
seats, leading them to think that 
another championship was coming, 
It didn’t.
For their sake, it would be nice 
if 1986 brought better results, even 
though we know it will take the se­
cond coming of Christ for the Pats 
to beat the Bears.
Firing up a city twice for twd 
major championships is great, not, 
getting either of them is. 
psychological torture. If the Bears 
blow the Pats off o f the field, like 
the experts say they will, the city of 
Boston will be second only to 
Hiroshima in the bad luck depart­
ment. It will, however, set up a year 
of illusion for Boston, the second 
one in a row—perhaps.
Joe Devine is a member o f  the class 
o f  '89 and a business administra­
tion major.
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Choosing a long distance 
com pany is a  lot like choosing 
a room m ate.
Its better to know what they’re 
like before you move in.
Living to g e th e r  w ith  so m eo n e  fo r th e  first 
tim e  can  be  an  “educational” ex perience .
A nd living w ith  a  long d is tan ce  com pany 
isn’t  any  d ifferen t. B ecau se  so m e  com pan ies 
m ay  n o t give you all th e  se rv ic e s  you’re  u s e d  to 
g e ttin g  from  ATsT.
F o r in s tance , w ith  so m e  com pan ies  you have 
to  sp en d  a c e r ta in  am o u n t befo re  you qualify  for 
th e ir  spec ia l volum e discoun ts. W ith som e 
o th e rs , voice quality  m ay  vary.
B u t w hen  you ch o o se  AT&T, th e re  w on’t  b e  
any  s u rp r is e s  w hen  you m ove in. You’ll g e t th e
sam e  high -qua lity  troub le-free  se rv ice  you’re  
u sed  to.
W ith calls th a t sound  as close  as n e x t door. 
G u a ra n tee d  60%  and 40%  d isco u n ts  off o u r Day 
R a te —so  you can  ta lk  d u rin g  th e  tim e s  you can  
re lax . Im m ed ia te  c re d it fo r w ro n g  num bers . 
O p e ra to r ass is tan c e  and co llect calling.
So w hen  you're ask ed  to  ch o o se  a  long d is­
ta n c e  com pany, choose  AT&T. B ecau se  w h e th e r  
you’re  in to  M o za rt o r  m e ta l, quality  is th e  one  
th in g  everyone  can  ag ree  on.
Reach out and touch someone?
AT&T
The right choice.
©1985 AT&T Communications
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BUSINESS
Business
News
Summary
Week o f Jan. 14-19
Tuesday, January 14, 1986
*The Supreme Court agreed to 
review standards for allowing 
private antitrust suits by com­
petitors ofmerging companies. 
•The Turner Broadcasting Com­
pany announced yesterday that 
renegotiations were again under­
way for their deal to acquire 
MGM /UA Entertainment 
Company.
Wednesday, January 15, 1986
•Eastern Airlines announced its 
worse loss yesterday for the busy 
October-December holiday season. 
The quarterly loss of $67.4 million 
is attributed to fare wars and other 
carrier’s expansion in Eastern 
Markets.
•The Commerce Department an­
nounced that December’s retail 
sales increased by 1.9 percent, 
helping to add to the 1985 total of 
$1.38 trillion, a 6.3 percent gain 
over 1984.
Thursday, January 16, 1986
•Two more pay TV stations, HBO 
and Cinemax, began scrambling 
their signals yesterday. The recent 
scrambling technique is to prevent 
owners of satellite dishes from 
receiving the pay TV service 
without paying.
•A Chicago bank is offering a 
Super Bowl certificate of deposit by . 
increasing the interest rate by a 
hundredth of a point for every 
point “ the Bears beat the 
Patriots.”
Friday, January 17, 1986
•The price of U.S. oil dropped 
yesterday by almost $1 a barrel, 
and by 3.2 cents a gallon for home 
heating oil. The mild winter in 
Europe and the Northeastern U.S. 
seems to be the cause for the oil in­
dustry slump.
•The Finance Ministry announced 
the 1985 U.S.-Japan trade deficit 
to be $39.5 billion. Japan’s exports 
to the U.S. increased by 9 percent 
while their imports from the U.S. 
fell by 4 percent.
Saturday, January 18, 1986
•The government reported an in­
crease in December of 
homebuilding and factory, mine, 
Continued to pg. 18 .
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Economy Brightens in ’86
Business leaders are taking *a 
slightly brighter view of the U.S. 
economy, The Conference Board 
reported.
The Board’s Measure of 
Business Confidence, based on ex­
ecutives’ appraisal of both current 
and future economic conditions, 
registered 55 in the fourth quarter 
up from 51 in the third quarter and 
52 in the second quarter.
The survey is based on responses 
from approximately 1,000 ex­
ecutives, representing businesses of 
all types and sizes.
The increase in the confidence 
measure was'primarily a  result of 
better economic conditions in the 
fourth quarter. One-third of the 
surveyed executives reported im­
proving business conditions, up 
from only one-fifth in the third 
quarter survey. Also, the share of
executives citing deteriorating con­
ditions was cut in half, from two- 
fifths to one-fifth. This shift was
“The increase in the 
confidence measure 
was primarily a result 
o f better economic 
conditions... ”
most evident in the manufacturing 
sector, where business conditions 
had been sliding in several 
industries.
Business leaders’ expectations 
about the future also rose slightly 
in the fourth quarter. Executives
who foresee improved conditions 
outnumber those expecting a 
decline by two to one. However, 
more than two-fifths of the survey 
respondents expect no significant 
change in business conditions dur­
ing the next six months.
Despite the rather modest 
outlook for 1986, two-thirds of the 
survey respondents say that their 
organizations have set 1986 profit 
targets above their 1985 levels. 
One-third are looking for profit 
gains of more than 5 percent and 
another third aim for gams between 
1 percent' and 5 percent. Notes 
Conference Board economist Doug 
Cliggott: “ Many business leaders 
have made their organizations 
more efficient and expect improv­
ed earnings in 1986, even if growth 
of sales is only moderate.”
B usiness  E x ecu tiv e s’ E x p ec ta tio n s  \ 
( s c a le  0-1005*
MEASURE OF BUSINESS CQSSTDENCE
May
1984
Nov ‘Wb
1985
May Aug Nov
65 61 57 61 52 51 55
1 . C u rre n t Economic C on d itio n s 
Compared W ith 6 Months Ago 75 70 57 62 48 45 53
2 . E xp ec tio a s  f o r  Economy, 
6 Months Ahead 60 57 57 61 53 53 56 :
3 .  E x p e c ta tio n s  f o r  Own In d u s try  
6 Months Ahead 61
; Y 
57 58 61 55 54 56
4 . C u rren t C o n d itio n s  i n  Own In d u s try  
Compared W ith 6 Months Ago 
* The Measure o f  B u sin ess  C onfidence i s
67 62 
th e  average
55 57 51 47 53 
o f  th e  s c o re s  f o r  Q u estions 1,  i ,  
2 ,  and 3. There a r e  f iv e  re p ly  o p tio n s  f o r  each  q u e s tio n ; a  s c o re  f o r  each  q u e s tio n  
i s  de term ined  by a s s ig n in g  th e  fo llo w in g  v a lu e s  to  th e  r e p l i e s  and c a lc u la t in g  th e  
av erag e : S u b s ta n t ia l ly  B e t te r  -  100; M oderately  B e t te r  -  75; Same -  50; M oderately 
Worse -  25; S u b s ta n t ia l ly  Worse -  0 .  The s c o re  f o r  each  q u e s t io n ,  and th e  Measure 
of. B u sin ess  C onfidence , th u s  can  range  from  0 to  100.
Soviet Union: Rising 
Force in Economics
The Soviet Union is exerting a 
growing influence on economic 
developments in other Eastern-bloc 
nations, according to a study issued 
today by The Conference Board’s 
Brussels office.
European members of 
COMECON—including the Ger­
man Democratic Republic, 
Czechoslovakia, Poland and 
Hungary—are facing increasing 
pressure to orient their economic 
strategies toward Moscow. The 
study cautions that this shift may 
be economically impractical for 
some countries that have large debt 
repayment obligations in the West 
and unwelcome imothers, notably 
the German Democratic Republic . 
and Hungary, which are becoming 
increasingly reliant on Western 
goods and technology.
Notes Dr. Josef Adamek, author 
of the study: “The relationships 
and interdependencies which have 
developed between the USSR and 
its fellow European members of 
COMECON are not static, nor are 
they identical from one country to 
the next. Rarely has this been more 
true than during the last eighteen 
months.”
The study, “ Centrally Planned
Education Costs 
Soar!
Problem-Higher Costs
In today’s fast-paced, highly 
technical society, the worth of any 
type of education beyond the high 
school level is becoming increasing­
ly necessary. Now, more than ever, 
“ a youngster who has only his 
energy to sell on the labor market 
is coming to have nothing to sell.” 
However, the inflationary trends of 
today have seen the cost of a highly 
needed college education sky­
rocket from 44-66 percent over a 
ten year period. Furthermore, costs 
are beginning to soar! Thus many 
potential graduates are now choos­
ing only the schools they can af­
ford; instead of those giving the 
best training and education 
avaiable.
The Solution?
We offer you computer assisted 
scholarship help as the solution to 
offset the Education Money Crisis 
that today’s students face. A recent 
survey (by the American Legion’s 
Education and Scholarship Pro­
gram) estimates that over 
$4,000,000,000 (4 billion) dollars in 
student scholarships, loans and 
part time jobs-is available to 
qualified students who apply for 
aid. The secret lies in knowing
Continued to  pg. 9 Continued to pg. 8
Volunteer 
Positions Open 
Summer/Fall ’86
The Student Conservation 
Association, for its 30th year, is of­
fering hundreds of volunteer 
educational work positions in con­
servation and resource manage­
ment for college students and other 
adults during the summer and fall 
of 1986.
These positions will enable 
selected individuals to contribute 
from 10-12 weeks o f their time to 
the management and protection of 
the country’s national parks) na­
tional forests, wilderness areas, 
wildlife refuges and other public 
lands or to assist in the activities of 
private organizations dedicated to 
land and resource conservation.
Volunteers 18 years of age and 
older are needed to serve in profes­
sional resource management posi­
tions at such locations as Denali 
National Park in Alaska; the Bob 
Marshall Wilderness Area in the 
Flatland National Forest, Mon­
tana; the San Juan Resource Area 
of the Bureau of Land Manage­
ment near Moab, Utah; the Chin- 
coteague National Wildlife Refuge 
in Virginia; and the Everglades Na­
tional Park in Florida.
Selected volunteers will work in­
dependently or assist conservation 
professionals with such tasks as 
wildlife surveys, natural history in­
terpretation, backcountry and 
wilderness patrol, and biological or 
archaeological research. In return 
for their efforts, volunteers will 
develop skills and gain experience 
that often translate into future paid 
employment with resource manage­
ment agencies. Past participants 
also have found their volunteer ser­
vice to be personally rewarding, 
whether or not they are consider­
ing a conservation career.
While carrying out their 
assignments, volunteers will also 
receive a travel grant for round trip 
transportation to their program 
area and a stipend to help offset 
food and basic living expenses. Ad­
ditionally, free housing will be pro­
vided at the work location.
Positions are filled on a com­
petitive basis. Although some pos­
tions require volunteers with 
specialized training in forestry, 
natural sciences or recreation 
management, many others are 
open to all student with an interest 
in participating.
The deadline for applying for 
these positions (starting between 
May 1, 1986 to September 30, 
1986) is March 1, 1986. Any per­
son that is interested in receiving 
more information and/or an ap­
plication and listing of positions 
should write or call The Student 
Conservation Association, Inc., 
Box 550C, Charlestown, NH 
03603, (603) 826-5206. All 
references should be made to the 
Park, Forest and Resource Assis­
tant Program. Additional positions 
will be offered during the winter 
and spring of 1987.
STUDY IM EUROPE
The  University of LouvWn (est. 1425), Leuven, Belgium 
offers
COMPLETE PROGRAMMES IN PHILOSOPHY FOR THE DEGREES OF 
S-A. MA, AND PHD. phm A JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD PROGRAMME
AU courses are m English 
Turnon is 11.500 Belgium Franks (x$2S0| 
nnm la ScerMry Enffnti Pmgm m m
•UrairaM MooaipMnZ. S3CS0 Uuan. SHgun
KULauvsn
for all your fall occasions:
FRESH FLOWERS,
DRY ARRANGEMENTS, PUMPKINS, 
VINE W REATHS, CIDER, APPLES, ROSES
50 Radcliffe Ave. Providence. RI 02908
Economies in Europe: Economic 
Overview 1985” , is based on of­
ficial data released by government 
and state agencies in the USSR, 
other member states of COM­
ECON and Yugoslovia. It attempts 
to measure performance against ex­
pectations in all these countries and 
examines recent economic policy 
shifts against a longer-term 
Eastern-bloc aspirations. Following 
is a capsulized country-by-country
Soviet Union: “ The Overview” 
identifies “ winds of change”  since 
the advent to power of Mikheal 
Gorbachev, but argues that 
reforms are as yet less sweeping 
. than initially anticipated. One-Year 
and Five-Year Plan targets have 
not been met, but the USSR has 
taken major steps toward identify­
ing and publicly acknowledging 
problem areas in the economy. Ma­
jor trends include staged decen­
tralization of economic powers and 
responsibilities; new emphasis on 
personal responsibility and accoun­
tability at all levels — from 
shopfloor to ministry; and consis­
tent promotion of the twin con­
cepts of quality and profitability. 
Sluggish Developments in Euro-
Federal Funds Needed for Higher 
Education and Medical Research
Consumer News:
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New Englanders more than most 
say the federal government should 
channel more of its spending into 
aid for higher education.
An independent, nationwide 
public opinion poll co-sponsored 
by the New England Board of 
Higher Education (NEBHE) and 
the Council for the Advancement 
and Support of Education (CASE) 
shows that when ranking the top 
3 of 14 federally funded pro­
grams, New Englanders, by wide 
margins over the national sample, 
support increased aid for higher 
education, medical research and 
needy college students.
“ The poll results demonstrate 
once again the public conviction in 
New England that higher education 
and- medical research are critical 
priorities to the strength of our na­
tion and region,” says John C. 
Hoy, president of the New England 
Board of Higher Education.
The poll found significant dif­
ferences when comparing New 
England and national attitudes on 
whether federal support for higher 
education and medical research 
should be increased, stay at its pre­
sent level, or be decreased.
When asked how strongly they 
felt about continuing federal fun­
ding for the following higher 
education and medical research
programs, New Englanders again 
scored well ahead of the national 
sample. A majority of people 
surveyed in the six-state region con­
tinue to “ strongly favor” medical 
research and student financial 
assistance programs while the 
highest intensity of support from 
national respondents falls below 
the majority level in every category.
For the first time in three years, 
serious slippage is shown in na­
tional public support for federal 
aid to middle income students. In 
1983, when Americans were asked 
how strongly they favored or op­
posed government-financed low- 
interest loans to middle income 
students, 51 percent o f the 
respondents said they stronly 
favored such federal loans, and on­
ly 9 percent said they were oppos­
ed. By 1985, those who stronly 
favored such laons had dropped to 
40. percent; those who opposed 
them had nearly doubled to 17 
percent.
But the strength of support from 
New Englanders for low-interest 
loans to middle income students re­
mains steady and at a majority 
level. In 1983, 54 percent strongly 
favored such loans; by 1985, 52 
percent still strongly favored them.
When it comes to how important 
our colleges and universities are to 
building a strong, competitive
economy, the national sample is 
squarely in line with findings for 
New England. In both cases, 9 out 
of 10 people surveyed believe 
higher education is “ very impor­
tant” or “ fairly important”  to the 
national effort to build a stronger 
economy. Since the movement to 
engage higher education more 
directly in ecomonic development 
began in 1981, political and 
business leaders have brought 
public opinion on the subject to the 
point where it now solidly supports 
the effort.
The public opinion poll was con­
ducted by the Opinion Research 
Corporation (ORC) of Princeton, 
NJ. The field work for the survey 
was carried out by telephone be­
tween September 27 and October 7, 
1985. The survey involved inter­
viewing a statistically reliable and 
valid random sample of 1,004 adult 
Americans 18 years of age or older 
outside New England and 164 New 
Englanders. The statistical margin 
of error is plus or minus three 
percentage points.
NEBHE is a congressionally- 
authorized, regional non-profit 
agency that seeks to encourage 
cooperation and efficient use of 
resources amony colleges and 
universities in New England. Basic 
funding comes from the region’s 
six states and New England-based 
corporations.
Soviets E xcel E conom ically
Continued fro m  pg. 8 
pean Russia will be compensated 
by rapid progress in Soviet Asia 
and Siberia. The Soviet Union is 
currently showing a trade surplus 
with the West .and has recently 
demonstrated its willingness to 
“shop around” by ordering major 
m anufacturing plants from 
Austria,- Italy and Belgium.
Poland: This troubled country 
continues to be plagued by in­
debtedness. The 1985 Plan is 
modest in its expectations but, even 
if these should be fulfilled—which 
th e . “ Overview” questions—the 
targets set out in the Stabilization 
Program 1983-1985 will not be 
met. Certain elements of the 
reforms proposed by the Jaruzelski 
Administration are specifically 
geared to expanding trade links 
with the West.
German Democratic Republic: 
The GDR emerges as the one 
COMECON country which in 
combining progressive economic 
planning and labor force commit­
ment to develop products which are 
genuinely competitive in world 
markets. It is perhaps no coin­
cidence that the GDR is running 
“ according to plan”  in terms of in­
dustrial and agricultural output.
The current emphasis is on moder­
nization and automation programs. 
Certain probelms persist, however, 
notable with regard to progressive 
deterioration of the natural 
environment.
Czechoslovakia: Productivity is 
low and product quality is non­
competitive. Capital is in too short 
supply, and investment intentions 
are virtually nonexistent. Further, 
industrial innovation is rare and 
quality of life is being steadily erod­
ed. Overall 1981-1985 Five-Year 
Plan goals will not be achieved.
Romania: This austere, 
centrally-planned regime has had 
some success in reducing foreign in­
debtedness, but annual economic 
growth targets are consistently 
over-optimistic and undershot.
Hungary: A series of new laws 
highlights a major shift in govern­
ment policy by offering new pro­
grams to spur initiative, competi­
tion and market diversification.
Bulgaria: This country is ex­
periencing a harsh season of 
austerity. Major setbacks have 
been recorded on both the in­
dustrial and agricultural fronts. It 
is speculated that there are serious 
long-term defects in the economy.
There is little chance of current 
Five-Year Plan targets being 
achieved.
The “ Overview” also covers the 
“ Marxist mavericks,” Albania and 
Yugoslavia. A modest relaxation of 
Fortress Albania’s islationist stance 
is identified following the death qf 
Enver Hoxha. Yugoslovia’s current 
situation, however, is characteriz­
ed by debt, inflation and unrest. 
The 1985 Economic Program is in 
shreds, with inflation running at 80 
percent, hard-currency in­
debtedness estimated at some $20 
billion, unemployment rampant, 
real disposable income in a slump, 
and industrial productivity on the 
decline. Yugoslovia’s “ half-way 
house”  stance between a centrally- 
planned and a market economy ap­
pears to be in urgent need of 
reappraisal.
“ In the final analysis,” notes the 
Conference Board study, “ trade 
between Europe’s centrally- 
planned economies and the West 
boils down to acquisition of 
technology and know-how com­
mensurate with Soviet 
expectations.”
Comets,
Stars 
& Planets
If you don’t know that Halley’s 
Comet is cold as ice, not hot as 
flame, you have lots to learn about 
the solar system as the comet 
makes its reappearance after 75 
years.
The Consumer Information 
Center has three publications 
available that provide information 
about the comet, the stars, and the 
planets: A Magnificient Old Con­
flagration: Comets and Comet 
Halley (item 148P, $1.50), publish­
ed by the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers to help kids and adults 
learn the constellations; and Com­
paring the Planets (item 145P, 
$3.50), a full-color poster with lots 
o f information from NASA. For
“The closest comet
Haley will come to earth 
is some 30 million miles 
on April 11, 1986."
your copies, send your name and 
address, the item numbers, and the 
correct amount to the Consumer 
Information Center, Dept. RW, 
Pueblo, Colorado 81009.
Other interesting facts about 
Comet Halley, as it is known in 
scientific circles:
•Comets do not streak across the 
sky, although they may give that il­
lusion, but move with the stars 
from east to west, reflecting the 
earth’s rotation. If you check each 
night, you will see its real move­
ment in comparison to the stars. 
•Comet Halley’s nucleus is five 
miles in diameter.
•At its farthest distance, its speed 
is 1,900 miles per hour. (This is the 
top speed of an F-15 fighter plane.) 
Its speed closest to the sun is 97,000 
miles per hour.
•It’s believed to be made up of the 
same materials the solar system was 
formed from.
•It is about 16,000 years old.
The first recording of the comet 
was by the Chinese some 3,000 
years ago. It was seen if the skies 
when Willian the Conqueror invad­
ed England in 1066 AD. It is nam­
ed for the 17th Century British 
astronom er Edmond Halley 
(rhymes with valley), who 
discovered that comets that had 
been seen at 75 year intervals were 
one and the same. Contemporary 
Americans tend to mispronounce 
the name, probably owing to the
popularity of a 1950’s rock and roll 
group known as “ Bill Haley and 
the Comets.”
American author Mark Twain 
was born during the 1835 ap­
pearance of the comet. He had 
written that since they came in 
together, they should “ go out 
together.” However, Twain died 
just one day before the reap­
pearance of the comet 75 years 
later.
The closest Comet Halley will 
come to earth is some 30 million 
miles on April 11,1986. If you wish 
to try to view it, you should be in 
an area free of pollution, haze and 
city lights. Observe on nights when 
the moon is not up. If you can ven­
ture far enough from the city, it 
should be visible with binoculars or 
a small telescope. Allow your eyes 
10 to 20 minutes to adapt to the 
darkness.
All the publicity about Comet 
Halley may have sparked your 
curiosity about the stars and our 
closest neighbors the planets. In­
terest in the stars goes back to an­
cient times. Even though our 
technical knowledge has increased 
over thousands of years, the skies 
have not lost their mysterious 
fascination. Stars in Your Eyes pre­
sents a map of the constellations in 
the northern sky as it looks during 
the summer. Individual diagrams 
are included for the best known 
constellations: the Big Dipper, the 
Little Dipper, the Swan, the Lyre, 
Andromeda, and others. There is 
also a sure-fire method of pointing 
yourself in the right direction to 
pick out specific constellations.
And if you want to calculate a 
Martian year, learn the density of 
Jupiter, or see Saturn’s ring, Com­
paring the Planets is a full-color 
56” by 31” poster featuring close- 
up pictures and important data on 
our neighbors in the solor system.
To get ready for your once-in-a- 
lifetime experience, send for A 
Magnificient Conflagration: Com­
ets and Comet Halley (item 148P, 
$1.25). Stars in Your Eyes (item 
150P, $1.50), and Comparing the 
Planets (item 145P, $3.50). At the 
same time, you will also reeceive a 
free copy o f the Consumer Infor­
mation Catalog. Published quarter­
ly by the Consumer Information 
Center of the U.S. General Services 
Administration, the Catalog lists 
more than 200 other federal 
booklets on a wide variety of 
subjects.
TAN IN 8-10 | 
MINUTES i
SAFE GENTLE TANNING I
At Rhode Island’s Newest Tanning | 
& Nail Care Center 
Try The New Power Bronze 
Lamps With “UV-A” Rays. I
SUNLESS TANS
(TOTAL NAIL CARE*)
1259 Chalkstone Ave.
(Comer of Waller St.)
Providence, RI
351-8830
10 Visits 
S'JQOO
5 With Cou
One Coupon Per Customer
VOLUNTEER INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE
Loca! Advertising/Public Relations Firms 
Local Newspapers 
Media/Television/Broadcastmg 
Government/Community Organizations
i ‘ Books & resou'o s ivdilaDie c<> >r..-rn ng pan! & volunteer 
summer opportunities.
Contact: 
Kathleen Clarkin 
Career Planning Service 
Slavin 209
T an
For O nly
$ 2 00*c£u
•New Customers Only. One Coupon Per Customer
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M any Am erican Incom es 
Exceed Discretionary Level
Some 26.5 million households— 
representing one-third of all 
American homes—have incomes 
about that required for a “ comfor­
table”  standard of living, the U.S. 
Commerce Department’s Census 
Bureau and The Conference 
Board’s Consumer Research 
Center report.
This “ discretionary”  income, 
which is the amount of money 
households have-after paying taxes 
and normal household expenses, 
amounts to about $280 billion 
(measured in 1984 dollars), accor­
ding to latest data. It represents 16 
percent o f all household income 
after taxes, averaging about 
$10,530 per household. (Data bas­
ed on The Census Bureau’s March
1983 survey.)
The report presents detailed data 
on household income, both before 
and after taxes. It shows discre­
tionary income according to 
household size, as well as age, 
education, occupation, geographic 
region and race.
Major findings in the new 
report:
•The average income after taxes 
was $20,350 for all U.S. 
households, but $34,560 for those 
with discretionary income.
•While about 20 percent of all 
households earned $40,000 or more 
before taxes, they controlled four 
of every five discretionary dollars 
and accounted for more than half 
of all households with this income. 
•About 63 percent o f all discre­
tionary income was held by 
households with two or more per­
sons earning a paycheck.
•The 50-year-old-and-over market 
held about one of every two discre­
tionary dollars,
•Black represented nearly 13 per­
cent o f all households but ac­
counted for only 6.5 percent of 
households with discretionary 
income.
•The celebrated baby-boom group, 
concentrated in the 25-to-39 age 
bracket, comprised about one-third 
of all households but had only 27 
percent of discretionary income.
•While only 20 percent o f all 
households had a four-year college 
degree, they controlled nearly 50 
percent of discretionary income.
Consum ers V oice Likes 
and Dislikes
U.S consumers say they are 
receiving “ good” value for their 
money when they buy clothing and 
a wide range of fresh food pro­
ducts, but they express discontent 
over charges for hospital care, col­
lege tuition, credit cards and doc­
tors’ and lawyers’ services.
These findings are reported in a 
cross-country survey of 6,000 
families, released by the Con­
ference Board. The survey, con­
ducted for the Board by National 
Family Opinion, Inc., asked 
families to assess the value they 
receive in purchasing nearly 40 ma­
jor products and services. The full 
survey appears in the December 
issue of Across the Board, the Con­
ference Board’s monthly magazine.
Among the wide-ranging fin­
dings in the survey:
•More than 58 percent cite hospital 
charges as a “ poor” value, the 
largest negative rating among all 
items in the survey.
•Lawyers’ fees are rated a “ poor’ 
value by nearly half of those 
surveyed.
•Over 40 percent give negative 
ratings to credit card and bank ser­
vices, cable-TV charges and movie 
prices in theaters.
•More than 53 percent cite poultry 
as a “ good”  buy for the money, 
with 43 percent also rating fresh 
fruits and vegetables as a “ good” 
value. Nearly 36 percent say meat
is a “good” buy.
•About 24 percent say both men’s 
and women’s apparel provide 
“ good” value for the money, with 
28 percent giving a “ good”  rating 
to shoes.
•American-made cars get a 
reasonbly strong vote of confidence 
from consumers, although foreign- 
made cars rank even higher. Near­
ly 21 percent give U.S.-made autos 
a “ good” rating; this figure rises 
to 26 percent for foreign-made
•College tuition costs are given a 
“ poor” score by 33 percent of 
those surveyed.
•Thirty-five percent rate charges 
for appliance repairs a “ poor”
Education Costs
Continued fro m  pg. 8
where and for what to apply.
We can unravel this secret. With 
■the aid of advanced computer 
technology, we can find those 
means of finanicial aid for which 
the student qualifies. No longer will 
the student be forced to settle for 
only those schools which lie in the 
range of his present budget. He is 
now able to select schools accor­
ding to their quality, not according 
to their costs.
What do we offer?
Through our unique service you 
will receive a computerized report 
stating those possibilities of finan­
cial aid open to you, the student, 
in the specific area(s) you have 
stated an interest in. We will leave 
no stone unturned in seeking all 
funds available to assist you in ob­
taining the quality education you 
seek and deserve. With each
financial-aid source you will nor­
mally receive the name and address 
of the source, its monetary worth, 
and eligiblity characteiships.
Results guaranteed?
We guarantee that we will 
research all possible avenues of aid 
available to each individual and 
that all scholarships found are ones 
for which the student is qualified; 
the rest is up to you. We also 
guarantee to find at least five possi­
ble sources of financial aid (and up 
to 25 sources if available) for each 
applicant. In the event that we can­
not find at least five possible 
sources of financial aid, we will 
gladly refund your fee along with 
any sources of aid we may have 
found.
Write to Academic Resources Ex­
change 120 North Main Street 
Milltown, New Jersey 08850
value, with 34 percent expressing 
the same discontent about auto 
repair costs.
•Restaurant meals received a 
“ good”  rating from over 25 per­
cent of those surveyed, but only 16 
percent assess fast-food outlets as 
a “ good”  buy.
•Some 30 percent say children’s 
toys are a “ poor”  buy, with only 
14 percent considering them a 
“ good”  buy.
The survey reveals general agree­
ment among all age groups and
among those living in different 
parts of the country. Explains Fa­
bian Linden, executive director of
The Conference Board’s Consumer 
Research Center: “While it is often 
assumed that older people are more 
difficult to satisfy, the survey 
shows a surprisingly uniformity of 
opinion among both the young and 
old. The general pattern of opinion 
also did not change very much 
from one region o f the country to 
another.”
Feast of
ST. Thomas Aquinas
Tuesday, January 28,1986
The Dominican Community of Saint Thomas Aquinas 
Priory cordially invites the Faculty, Staff and Students 
of Providence College to join with them to 
commemorate this special feast.
ONE-STOP LAUNDRY
WASH • DRY • FOLD SERVICE
$.40/lb. minimum 
Charge is $4.80
621-8503
381 Admiral Street, Providence, Rl 
at Eagle Square
ONE-STOP
LAUNDRY
CONCELEBRATED MASS AND 
SUN VESPERS
Chapel of the Priory
4:30 P.M.
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BOP NF.WS
Saturday, Jan. 25th Sunday,Jan. 26th
in '64
Hall
St. E lm o ’s  
F ir e
7 p.m. 10 p.m.
Travel presents...
“ Pee Wee’s 
Big Adventure
8 &  10 
’64 Hall
J  »
PEE-WH HERMAN.
Ptl-WHX  
RIG A»Vf VTI/Kf
Trip to “ MEDIEVAL MANOR”
in Boston
Jan. 30th, Thurs.
Tickets: $15.00
Includes: Dinner & Trans, 
on sale Monday, Jan. 27 
at 4:00 in 
B.O.P. Office 
MUST BE 21 OR OVER 
NO JEANS or sneakers 
Buses leave at 5:30 p.m.
★  COFFEEHOUSE ★
in the LAST RESORT
Tuesday, Jan. 28
CARICATURE NIGHT 
9-12
Tickets available in B.O.P. office
» 9
Social presents... RAT EXPLOSION
with the
“ BERMUDA
STROLLERS”
Friday, January 24th
9-1
with a DJ
THERE WILL BE 2 CONTESTS MUST BE 21 OR OVER
Men’s —  Wet Boxing Shorts 
Women’s —  P.C. Bermuda Queen
Tickets:
$2 in advance —  in BOP office 
$3 at the door 
In Rat and Alumni Cafeteria
Watch for details on upcoming Travel Trip to 
“ Celebrations” on Friday, February 7th
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ARTS/ENTE1
W inter M ovie W rap-Up: H ow  M any H ave Y ou Seen?
The Color Purple: A 
Heartwarming Movie
by Marilyn Woloohojian
The Color Purple, based on the 
novel by Alice Walker, is the most 
heartwarming and touching movie 
on the screen today. Director 
Steven Spielberg, who has taken a 
complete turn around from science 
fiction and thriller/action movies, 
should be commended for creating 
this masterpiece of emotion.
The main character, Celie, is 
played by Whoopie Goldberg. 
Goldberg, known for comedian 
fame, takes her role very serious­
ly. She gives life, feeling, and beau­
ty to this portrayal o f a young, 
black girl growing up at the begin­
ning of the 20th century.
The film begins when Celie is 
fourteen years old. Throughout the 
movie she will talke to God and 
through her discourse we learn she 
was raped by her father and has 
had two children by him, who were 
taken away after birth.
The relationship between Celie 
and the other characters in the 
movie either hinder or aid her 
growth as a person. She is a pillar 
of strength and power and if she 
leaves them the structure of
everyone’s life would crumble. She 
is married to a widower who uses 
her as maid and babysitter. She has ' 
a devastating life as a slave to his . 
children and later his bar singer 
mistress, Shuga Avery. Never­
theless a friendship between Shuga 
and Celie develops and gives Celie 
an escape from her monotonous 
existence.
Sophia, Celie’s daughter-in-law, 
makes a great impact on this film. 
She is the opposite of Celie. Sophie 
is a totally independent woman 
who would not be controlled by 
anyone, especially her husband. 
She is involved in an incident where 
she hits a white man. The social im­
plications surrounding the incident 
will present a bitter commentary on 
the treatment of blacks by white 
people.
The entire movie puts the viewer 
on an emotional rollercoaster. The 
audience is laughing, crying, and 
cheering for our heroine and her 
accomplices. I would encourage 
everyone to see The Color Purple 
because of the many great ingre­
dients used to make this film a suc­
cessful adaptation of one woman’s 
struggle for freedom ’and 
independence.
Jewel o f the Nile: 
A  Gem o f  the M ovie
by Heather Wessely
Take one adventuresome 
romance novelist (Kathleen Turner) 
and her restless boyfriend (Michael 
Douglas), add one charismatic 
power-mad North African leader 
and one pint-sized gold-digger 
(Danny DeVito), and what have 
you got? A gem of a movie called 
Jewel o f  the Nile.
Turner, Douglas, and DeVito 
reprise their roles from the 1984 
film Romancing the Stone, and this 
time they’re out to stop a savvy 
Arabian general from seizing 
power in a small Saharan country 
by establishing himself as the 
mystical figurehead. The general 
has imprisoned the real spiritual 
leader and has accumulated 
substantial military backing in 
order to press his claim over the en-
The story plays like, well, a
The majority
romance/adventure novel, and if 
the viewer is willing to suspend a 
little disbelief (isn’t that always 
necessary with romance?), Jewel o f  
the Nile is one of the best “ light”  
movies of the season.
Central to the success of the 
movie are the performances of 
Turner, Douglas and DeVito. 
Turner and Douglas further 
develop the relationship their 
characters established in Romanc­
ing the Stone. At times it recalls
that 6f the John Wayne-Maureen 
O’Hara duo, with the two fighting 
cats-and-dogs one moment, kissing 
and making up the next. DeVito 
completes the trio with another 
great comic performance.
Adventure, intrigue, romance 
and a lighthearted sense of fun give 
Jewel o f  the Nile the glitter and 
polish that are sure to rate highly 
in any moviegoer’s appraisal.
of these
movies were 
seen at the 
Showcase
Cinema in 
Seekonk.
Turn to page 14 
for more reviews.
Brilliance or Blasphemy?
Jean Luc Goddard’s Hail Mary
by Aljaine Cerwonka
A foreign film has hit the silver 
screen this Christmas season bring­
ing with it bitter debates about film 
makers rights to interpret biblical 
stories. Hryl Mary caused a great 
deal more religious discussion and 
thought than any of the previous 
religious films made about the life 
of Jesus or Moses.
From the moment Jean Luc 
Goddard’s film was released, the 
Christian community has been up 
in arms in protest against the film. 
Christians believe that Jean Luc 
Goddard has stepped cfver the lines 
of decency in many instances in 
Hail Mary. He has changed the 
story of the Virgin Mother, re­
corded in the Bible, for the im­
mediate gratification of the public’s 
desire to be entertained. So angered 
was the Christian community that 
a movement was made to have the 
film banned contending that Hail 
Mary is blasphemous in its subject 
matter. This request was denied 
however and Hail Mary continued 
to play at cinemas such as the Or­
son Wells Theatre in Boston.
There are several parts about the 
movie Hail Mary that people find 
offensive. It is the story of a young 
girl, Mary who becomes impreg­
nated by God. The main storyline 
reads pretty much the same as the
original story however a few details 
have been changed.
Mary is living in modern day 
Europe; and although is a bit more 
mature, she resembles someone 
whom we might meet everyday. 
She comes from parents who are 
separated, due to marital problems, 
and she must deal with things such 
as peer pressure and pride during 
her adolescence.
The movie moves quickly from 
Mary’s childhood to her life when 
she discovers that she has become 
pregnant. She is involved with a 
young man, Joseph, who drives a 
taxi for a  living. Joseph, like most 
modern males, does not believe 
Mary could be pregnant unless she 
had been involved with someone 
else. Joseph is convinced that 
although Mary would not let him 
even kiss her, she has been sleep­
ing with someone else. Even 
Mary’s gynecologist is a bit skep­
tical before he examines her.
Perhaps Jean Luc Goddard’s 
version of Mary’s struggles would 
be a bit easier to swallow if he had 
not focused so much attention on 
M ary’s sexuality during her 
pregnancy. If one viewed Hail 
Mary simply for its artistic value, 
they would be severely let down. 
The beautiful scenery was not able 
to compensate for the many scenes 
showing Mary tossing and turning
in bed, questioning G od’s 
goodness. If one'did not become 
offended by continuous shots of 
Mary completely naked, they had 
to at least become bored. Granted 
the nude body can be very beautiful 
in an artistic sense but Jean Luc 
Goddard seemed to be insisting the 
fact that the Virgin Mary was 
beautiful as a woman, and a crea­
tion of God by showing this only 
through her physical presence.
Hail Mary focused in on Mary’s 
life, something that has not been 
done often in that past. Yet it did 
not develop Mary as a character the 
audience could relate to or sym­
pathize with.
A strong religious stand could be 
made against Hail Mary as it twists 
something that has been very im­
portant to many people for 
thousands of years. However, the 
presence of people picketing the 
Orson Welles Theatre tends to add 
an element of curiousity to the 
movie’s appeal. In the case of Hail 
Mary, every little bit helps. If 
to survive on its own merits for 
quality, Hail Mary would flop. 
Jean Luc Goddard would be join­
ing Joseph in trying to make a  liv­
ing by driving a taxi rather than 
film making.
Rocky IV: It Still Goes the Distance
by John P. Monacci
In each of his Rocky films 
Sylvester Stallone employs a suc­
cessful mixture of sentiment and 
guts; one that has the ability to 
touch the hearts and minds of the 
audience. The fourth chapter of the 
Rocky saga is no exception. Despite 
its predictable ending, Rocky IV  
does generate unending excitement, 
and introduces another fearsome 
opponent. This time it is the seem­
ingly unstoppable Russian boxer 
Ivan Dracgo (played by Swede 
Dolph Lundgren). He is a half­
man, half-machine who is trained 
to perfection by the latest in 
technology. He is a man of few 
words, leaving the dialogue to his 
wife (Brigette Nielsen-who in real
"life is Sly’s latest bride) and his 
awesome punches. Creating a for­
midable opponent has always been 
a key factor in the Rocky films.
The film opens with Dracgo 
demolishing Apollo Creed (Carl 
Weathers) in an exhibition fight. 
Rocky witnesses the death of his 
best friend in the ring. He is then 
determined to “ even the score” .
The fight is set in Russia, with 
Rocky training in the Russian 
wilderness. Rocky’s wife Adrian 
(Talia Shire) is again squelched by 
Rocky’s inner drives despite her ef­
forts to stop him. Face it Adrian, 
he is married to boxing gloves.
The film then becomes 
unrealistic. Rocky’s primitive train­
ing methods produce results which 
can only happen in Gold’s Gym
(ironically that is where he trained 
for the film). One had to laugh 
when Rocky enticed the Russian 
audience to chant Rocky! Rocky! 
Come on Sly! This doesn’t cut it in 
Russia.
The match eventually escalates 
to a war in which Rocky triumphs. 
Despite the film’s weak moments, 
boxing scenes in this film are 
reason enough to see it.
Overlooking the few shortcom-, 
ings, Rocky IV  is a  winner. Look 
for Rocky V —trained by Casper 
Weinberger, Rocky laces them up 
to fight the forces of international 
terrorism. I wouldn’t be surprised!
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RTAINMENT
New Dance Instructor 
for New Dance Studio
by Alicia Roy
“ I took ballet as a child, but quit 
as I hit puberty,” said Wendy 
Oliver, new dance instructor at 
Providence College. “ In high 
school, I thought anything physical 
was awful,”
However, after her 
undergraduate career at Grinnell 
College in Grinnell, Iowa as an 
English major with a “ passing in­
terest”  in dance, Oliver moved to 
Minneapolis to study dance profes­
sionally. A few years later she 
became part of the professional 
dance company Contactworks. 
This group was founded in 1976 
and toured extensively in the 
Midwest.
Contractworks performed 
modern dance and contact im­
provisation, a “ functional 
movement-dance form based on 
the union of two people through 
their points of physical contact, 
both equally assisting each other in 
movement that follows their 
mutual energy paths.”
Oliver was a member of this
group for five years (1976-81) 
before taking a job teaching dance 
for two years at Gustavus 
Adolphus College in St. Peter, 
Minnesota.
In 1983, Oliver went to 
Philadelphia to study at Temple 
University where she received an 
MFA in 1985. Soon after, she was 
hired to teach dance at PC. dance
“ I would like to see the dance 
program take root at this college,” 
said Oliver. Various dance classes 
are now offered at PC, and a dance 
club has also been formed.
Behind East building there is a 
new dance studio. This is where 
Oliver can be found.
Oliver encourages all interested 
in dance to visit and take these 
dance classes. “ Many people who 
have an interest in dance, have seen 
The Nutcracker, once or twice, and 
receive the rest of their dance 
knowledge from television. Taking 
classes and becoming involved is a 
chance to see where your choices 
are in dance.”  After all, this is how 
Oliver, herself, started.
Wendy Oliver, new dance instructor at P.C. (Cowl photo by Mary Ann Doyle)
Assemblage: assorted miniatures by Mary Ann Santos. (Photo by Maria Benischek).
Ministry Seminar
Dare to a lie a
Difference
Glenmary Home Missioners is a Catholic society of 
Priests and Brothers that ministers to the poor and 
needy of Appalachia, the rural South and Southwest. 
Our work offers little in the way of material 
reward but untold wealth in personal satisfaction. . . 
and the knowledge, that one person, YOU can make 
a positive difference in the lives of others.
We would like to invite you to a three day seminar 
at CATHOLIC CENTER in Bridgeport, Connecticut, on 
February 21,22 and 23. Presentations and discussions 
will provide valuable insights for men considering 
missionary ministry in rural America.
Attendance is limited to 25, so please do not delay. 
Registration closes February 7th. To receive a brochure 
that describes the weekend Ministry Seminar in more 
detail, fill out the attached coupon and forward to: 
GLENMARY HOME MISSIONERS, Box 465618, 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246-5618.
Near Myth Now Showing 
at Hunt-Cavanaugh
by Maria Benischek
This week, the Hunt-Cavanaugh 
Art exhibit “ Near Myth” is like a 
fourth floor garret: half finished 
paintings are hanging from easels; 
an empty Chinese food take-out 
carton is lying sideways on a ce­
ment block; frayed Persian rugs 
cover parts of the floor. “ Near 
Myth” presents the work of Mary 
Ann Santos and Marlowe 
' deChristopher. The show will run 
through January 30.
Every exhibition rests on a set of 
assumptions. In this show, both ar­
tists resist trendy and decorative 
styles in favor of presenting the 
tradition of an object.
The theme of their work is 
transition.
In deChristopher’s series entitl­
ed “ P rfect,”  he demonstrates 
through color and form, how 
everything is in its development.
In Santos’ “ Family” for exam­
ple, She fuses the history of and 
object—its past, present and 
future.
As the title “ Near Myth” sug­
gests, a second theme is the im­
aginative and unconscious aspect 
of their work.
Though similar in this respect, 
deChristopher and Santos are 
distinct in their presentation of the 
subliminal.
Santos’ work is taken directly 
from her imagination. The images 
are unplanned. It allows the veiwer
to manipulate her color ana torm 
and delve into their psyche for a 
response.
deChristopher’s work is much 
more representational. Also taken 
from his imagination, viewers can 
easily identify the figures in his 
paintings.
Another distinction between 
these two artists is their use of col­
or. Santos uses vibrant colors 
which draw the viewer into her 
paintings.
Ironically, deChristopher’s use 
of earth tones create a feeling of 
distance rather than of warmth.
Color is one of a painters 
toughest problems. In many of her 
paintings, such as “ Babies,” San­
tos is experimenting with guache, 
an opaque watercolor. Guache 
maintains the intesity of colors bet­
ter than straight watercolor would.
An objective of the Santos and 
deChristopher exhibit was achiev­
ed in allowing viewers to enter a 
studio or garret and visualize 
studies in progress. Yet, certain ob­
jects, such as the Chinese food 
take-out carton, which may have 
been thrown in at the last minute, 
are disconcerting. The continuity 
that was adequately established 
through the artists mythical and 
imaginative style is somewhat lost 
with the addition of odd objects.
(Hunt-Cavanaugh Gallery is 
located on the Providence College 
lower campus. The viewing hours 
are 10 a.m. through 4:30 p.m.).
On Your Toes at PPAC
Rodgers & Hart’s critically ac­
claimed musical On Your Toes will 
take the stage at the Providence 
Performing Arts Center on Friday, 
January 31 and Saturday, February 
1. Tickets for the show are on sale 
now, call 421-ARTS.
The musical, written by Rodgers 
& Hart with direction by George 
Abbott, will star the Kozlovs, 
Leonid and Valentina, presently 
prinicpal dancers with the New 
York City Ballet. Their credits in­
clude Romeo and Juliet, Swan 
Lake, and The Nutcracker Suite.
On Your Toes debuted in 1936 
and successfully blended the drama 
of ballet with the dazzle of Broad­
way fare. It is the story of Junior, 
a dance teacher, who attempts to 
get the impressario of the Russian 
ballet to produce his jazz ballet. In 
the process, Junior falls in love 
with a prima ballerina, Vera 
Baronova, and becomes locked in 
a battle with her jealous lover, 
Konstantine. The musical gave 
birth to such timeless songs as
“The Slaughter On Tenth Avenue” 
and “ There’s A Small Hotel.” It 
has been described as a spectacular 
combination of comedy, song and 
dance.
On Your Toes will be performed 
at 8 p.m. on Friday, Jan. 31 and 
at 3 p.m. and 8 p.m. on Saturday, 
February 1. Matinee ticket prices 
are $14, $17 and $20; evening 
shows are $18, $21 and $25.
The Providence Performing Arts 
Center Box Office is open Monday- 
Friday from 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. and 
Saturdays from noon - 5 p.m. To 
order tickets call 421-ARTS; 
Mastercard and Visa are accepted. 
Tickets are also available at 
Ticketron locations and through 
Teletron by calling 331-0991. For 
group rates and information call 
421-2997..
Gift certificates are available for 
any amount. Tickets are also on 
sale now for Brigadoon (January 
17 & 18). Zorba starring Anthony 
Quinn (March 5-9) and 42nd Street 
(May 7-11).
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R edford  and Streep in Out o f  
Africa: A  W eak Storyline
A Chorus Line: 
A Disappointment
by Lisa Lamothe
Having endured the almost three 
hour long supposed box office 
“ hit”  Out o f  Africa, I must con­
fess that my opinion of it is rid­
dled with ambivalence. While the 
performances by well-renowned ac­
tor Robert Redford and actress 
Meryl Streep are clearly outstan­
ding, 1 am sorry to say that the 
story itself is a let-down.
The storyline is all too familiar 
and loaded with what might be 
termed “soap opera romanticism” . 
Streep portrays a self-determined, 
ambitious young Danish aristocrat 
who, marrying her lover’s brother' 
for financial convenience, travels to 
his home in Africa.
There, in the deep, almost fore­
boding jungle terrain of Africa she 
is greeted by the fear-filled and 
compelling charcoal eyes of the 
many dark and somber African 
natives.
As the saga-like story continues, 
we discover that the underlying 
theme becomes man (or in this case 
woman) versus nature. Streep as 
bur unequivocal heroine transcends
the boundaries of her artificial, 
man-made world and is slowly, 
cautiously accepted by the natural 
world as represented by the natives. 
The bond which develops is 
evidenced by the delight which the 
native children take in the Danes’ 
cuckoo clock.
In spite of all this it is ironic and
unfortunate that the movie was 
unable to transcend its own con­
trived and predictable disposition. 
It comes across as trite and is never 
quite attuned to the spontaneous, 
inner exuberance of the African 
heart and mind. Staged before the 
awe-inspiring backdrop of natural­
ly luxuriant, pure and unblemish­
ed African “ countryside” the 
storyline seems super-imposed, 
contrived and ill-suited. The tone 
of reverence, apprehension and 
wonderment evoked by the scenery 
accentuates the shallow, tires.ome 
story.
Although the scenery alone
makes the movie worthwhile, the 
serrenity it imparts is embellished 
by the unwavering and utterly 
romantic cadence of the Danish ac­
cent. The story is told as the 
endeared recollection of the young 
heroine. It begins with simple 
sentence, “ I had a farm in Africa.” 
These seemingly unimportant
words form the thread from which 
the story is told. Hearing them, 
they are haunting and soothing.
Thus, while Redford played a 
predictable, unchallenging role as 
the charismatic “ other man” in 
Streep’s love-lorn life her own per­
formance and mastery o f the 
Danish accent are nothing short of 
laudable.
Finally, while it is unfortunate 
the story is too weak to successful­
ly contain the scenery and acting 
which overwhelm it, the movie is 
worthwhile if only for the latter 
two ingredients.
by Jacqueline Viggiano
The transferring of A Chorus 
Line from stage to screen involved 
some minor - but noticeable 
changes. Consequently, those who 
have seen the play will be disap­
pointed with the film. For those 
who haven’t seen the play consider 
your ignorance bliss—what you 
have not seen you will not miss.
A Chorus Line gives an account 
of a day’s dance audition for the 
chorus of a Broadway musical. It 
takes place one day in an empty 
Broadway theatre. The director of 
the play, Zach (Michael Douglas) 
must choose the eight best dancers 
from the sixteen finalists he has 
already chosen. Through Zach’s 
different approach of asking the 
dancers to be themselves instead of 
performing, the characters are able 
to reveal their true selves to the au­
dience through songs such as “ At 
the Ballet”  and “ Nothing.”
The film expands on the roman­
tic sub-plot involving Zach and 
Cassie (Alyson Rud) which was on­
ly touched upon in the play. Cassie 
has come back from California two
years after leaving Zach, to audi­
tion for his play. Director Michael 
Bennett incorporated outside 
scenes into the film. Both Zach and 
Cassie have flashbacks to when 
they were in love and living 
together. These scenes are a  waste 
of film since the audience can feel 
the intensity of the relationship 
through Zach’s strong reaction to 
Cassie’s return. From this sub-plot 
evolves the acceptable song “ Let 
Me Dance For You” replacing the 
Broadway number “The Music and 
The Mirror.”
Other changes the replacement 
of “ Sing” and “ Hello Twelve, 
Hello Thirteen” with “ Surprise, 
Surprise” which sounds like it 
came from the “ Stayin’ Alive” 
soundtrack. These flashbacks are 
what takes away from the original 
charm of the play and makes this 
movie such a disappointment.
The attempt to replace the 
original Broadway musical 
numbers with songs made for the 
film seems to be the film’s definite 
downfall. One good point is that 
the performances by the cast show 
their talent, especially perfor­
mances by Alyson Rud whose voice 
is sure to be heard in the future. 
Michael Douglas convincingly gives 
a sensitive new dimension to the 
character Zach. Audrey Landers of 
“ Dallas”  fame also surprised me 
with her singing talent, although 
her acting seemed to be forced at 
times.
The choreography, is pleasantly 
reminiscent of the thirties and for­
ties musicals while maintaining 
modern day so ph is tica tion - 
something rarely seen in present 
day dance. The film provides the 
energy expected from a musical 
and if you haven’t seen the play, 
the movie is a good source of enter­
tainment. Still don’t pay full price
Classifieds
FOR SALE
Epiphone (Gibson) Cortez acoustic 
guitar with case. $125 or best of­
fer. Adam at 865-3515 or box 3095.
APTS
Tenement for rent 2 bedrooms. Big 
enough for 4 people. Call 272-1806 
anytime. Ask for Liz. PC area.
MISC
For low cost flights USA and 
Worldwide, Railpasses, Interna­
tional Student ID, Youth Hostel 
memberships, Work and Study 
Abroad and more! Free Student 
Catalog. Call 352-7020 or drop by 
at 171 Angell St., 2nd floor Pro­
vidence, RI 02882.
SCMUE, BIBO, SPUNK, BER­
TA, JANO, EMMA, AM, 
FUYAR & MULRY: I miss you 
guys, but I’m having a blast! Merry 
Christm as!!! I LOVE YOU 
GUYS!!! LIVING UP the Swiss 
life in Fribourg-did you doubt it?!! 
Where’s my tape? Love, Macko 
(Mere)
MISSING!!! A minolta 35mnv 
camera was taken from the Last 
Resort in December. The roll of 
film which was inside had great 
sentimental value. If either the 
camera or the film is found, please 
return them to the BOP office.
PARTY
Dance party in Boston—sponsored 
by your friendly neighborhood 
Marshifield CC—Friday night 
February 6, 1986.
One way.* Anywhere we go.
This Spring Break, if you and your 
friends are thinking about heading to the 
slopes, the beach or just home for a visit, 
Greyhound®can take you there. For no more 
than $59, one way, if you buy a round-trip 
.ticket.
From February 7 through May 19, all 
you do is show us your college student I.D. 
card when you purchase your ticket. Your
ticket will then be good for travel for 15 days 
from the date of purchase.
So this Spring Break, get a real break. 
Go anywhere Greyhound goes for $59 or less. 
For more information, call Greyhound.
oiher discounts apply. Tickets are nontransferable and good for 
travel on Greyhound Lines, Inc., and other participating carriers. 
Certain restrictions apply. Offer effective 2/7/86. Offer limited. Not 
valid in Canada.
, 4 G O  GREYHOUND
sJ fA n d  leave the d riv in g  to us:
© 1986 Greyhound Lines,
1 Sabin Street, 751-8800
•Based on round-trip ticket purchase.
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT UPDATE
ART EXHIBITS
by Christine Parisi
Bell Gallery, List Art Center, 11 
am-4 pm, Sat.-Sun. 1-4 pm. Built 
fo r  the people o f  the U.S.: Fifty 
years o f  TVA Architecture Jan. 
20-Feb. 16.
Boston Museum of Fine Arts,
Tues.-Sun. 10am-5pm,
(617)267-9377. Free introductory 
tours of the Asiatic Collections, 
Tues.-Fri. 11:30 am and 1:30 pm; 
Hunt-Cavanaugh Art Gallery, Pro­
vidence College, lower campus. 
Mon.-Thur. 9:30 am-4:30 pm, 
6:30-9:00 pm; Fridays 9:30 am-4:00 
pm. Paintings by Mary Ann San­
tos and Marlowe DeChristofer. 
Opening reception Jan. 12, 3 pm-6 
pm. Also Sun., Jan. 19 and 26, 1 
pm-4 pm.
Museum of Rhode Island History
at Aldrich House, 110 Benevolent 
Street, Providence. Tues.-Sat.
11:00 am- 4:00 pm; Sun. 1:00-4:00 
pm Admission is $1.50 for adults, 
50 cents for senior citizens and 
students.
Rhode Island School of Design 
Museum 224 Benefit St., Pro­
vidence. 331-3511. Hours: Tues., 
Wed., Fri. and Sat. 10:30 am-5:00 
pm; Thur. 12:00-9:00 pm; Master­
pieces o f  Indian A rt thru March 2. 
Bushido: The Way o f  the Samurai 
in Japanese Prints thru Feb. 9. 
From the Tree Where the Bark 
Grows: North American Basket 
Treasures fro m  the Peabody 
Museum thru Feb. 16.
Rhode Island Watercolor Society 
Gallery, Slater Memorial Park, Ar­
mistice Blvd, Pawtucket, R.I. 
726-1876. Gallery hours: Tues.-Sat. 
10:00 am-4:00 pm, Sun. 1:00-5:00 
pm Palettes in Portugal Show Jan. 
26-Feb. 14.
Woods-Gerry Gallery , 62 Prospect 
St., Providence. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 
am-4:00 pm; Sat. 11:00 am-4:00 
pm; Sun. 2:00-5:00 pm. Winterses- 
sion Il-an exhibition o f  grad 
students Jan. 24-Feb. 3.
URI Main Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Mon.-Fri. 12-3 pm, Tues.- 
Fri. 7:30-9:30 pm. Sculpture from 
artist Rebecca Johnson Jan. 
21-Feb. 11; Lee Dejasu- The In­
cidence o f Harlequin and Tyll 
Eulenspiegel Jan. 16-Feb. 14; Bar­
bara Pagh- Water Series: Screens 
Jan. 13-31.
Warwick Museum, 3259 Post 
Road, Apponaug, Tues.-Fri. 11-4 
pm and Sat. and Sun. 2-5 pm. Ed­
na Lawrence: The Life o f  an Ar­
tist thru Feb. 1.
ON STAGE
Providence Perform ing Arts 
Center,220 Weybosset St..Pro­
vidence 421-2997. For ticket infor­
mation call 421-ARTS. Roger’s 
and Hart’s On Your Toes Jan. 31 
and Feb. 1.
Trinity Square Repertory Co., 201
W ashington S t., Providence, 
521-1100. The Crucible by Arthur 
Miller in the upstairs theatre Jan. 
24-Feb. 23; Life and Limb by Keith 
Reddin in the downstairs theatre 
Feb. 7-Mar. 23.
Call Fr. McPhail’s office Mon. and 
Tues. regarding $1.00 tickets to 
Trinity Rep.
Boston Arts Group, 434-3311 ext. 
289. Beauty and the Beast on Jan. 
26 at 3 pm at the East Providence 
High School.
Blackfriars Theatre, 865-2218. The 
Imaginary Invalid by Moliere Jan. 
31-Feb. 2,7,9.
CONCERTS
Bostson Museum of Fine Arts,
concert by Laura Jeppesen, viola 
de gamba with assisting musicians. 
Jan. 26 a t 3 pm; American 
Originals II on Jan. 30 at 8 pm. 
Center for the Arts, 119 High St., 
Westerly, RI 596-2854. The Com­
posers String Quartet will perform 
on Jan. 31 at 8 pm.
LECTURES
Bell Gallery, List Art Center, 
Brown Univ. TVA: An Overview 
Jan. 28 at 5 pm.
Boston Museum of Fine Arts.
Gods, Lovers, and Ageless Heroes: 
Themes in Indian Painting, 
15th-I9th century, Jan. 23, 30, 
Feb. 6, 13.
CLUBS
by Jen LaTorre
Alias Smith and Jones, 50 Main 
St., East Greenwich. 884-0756.
Every Mon. Nite is 5lbs. Lobster 
Raffle
Every Wed. Tom Hines (DJ) 
Every Thurs. Coleen Shea 
Every Fri. Poor Boy 
Every Sat. Second Ave 
Frat House, 1522 Smith Street, 
North Providence. 353-9790. 
Every Sun. The Probers 
Every Mon. Pocision 
Every Tues. Touch 
Every Wed. War Missle 
Thurs. thru Sat. Strut 
G. Flagg’s, 3172 Pawtucket Ave., 
Providence. 433-1258.
Every Wed. The Honeymooners 
Every Sun. Ferric 
Thurs. thru Sat. Voices 
Gillary’s, 198 Thames St., Bristol. 
253-2012.
Fri. Dec. 24 The Stunners 
Sat. Dec. 25 The Stunners 
Gulliver’s, Farnum Pike, 
Smithfield. 231-9898.
Every Mon. Fallen Angel 
Every Tues. Second Ave.
Every Wed. The Name 
J.R .’s Fastlane, Washington St., 
Providence. 273-6771 
Every Sun. Touch 
Every Wed. Strut 
Kirby’s, Rt. 7, Smithfield. 
231-0230
Every Tues. English 
Every Thurs.-Sat. DJ for Dance 
Club
Every Thurs. Nite is Ladies Nite 
. $.50 Drinks 8-10
Last Call Saloon, 15 Elbow St., 
Providence. 421-7170.
Every Wed. Groovemasters 
Thurs. The Louie Camp Band 
Fri. Duke Robillard 
Sat. Tom Keegan and The 
' Language 
Sun. Comics
Living Room, 273 Promenade St., 
Providence. 521-2520.
Lupo's, 377 Westminster St., Pro­
vidence. 351-7927 or 351-4974 
Every Tues. Tom Keegan & The 
Language
Every Wed. Max Creek 
Sun. Funk
Mon. Rizzz or Time Junction 
Muldoon’s Saloon, 250 South 
Waters St., Providence. 331-7523. 
Periwinkle’s, The Arcade, Pro­
vidence. 274-0170.
Every Sun. and Wed. Frank San­
tos R-rated hypnotist 
Every Tues. Flashback and 50’s 
& 60’s Acapella performance' 
Every Thurs. Open Nite 
Comedy-Amatuer’s 
Every Fri. and Sat. Comedy 
Review-Professionals
ON SCREEN
by Jen LaTorre
Avon Repertory Cinema, Thayer 
St., Providence. 421-3315.
Sun.-Tues. Interiors 
Manhattan
Weds.&Thurs. Man of Flowers 
The Fourth Man 
Cable Car Cinema, North Main 
St., Providence. 272-3970 
Sugarbaby 7:15 9:15 
Sat. and Sun. 2:00 
Castle Theater, 1029 Chalkstone 
Ave., Providence. 831-2555.
Head Office 
Young Sherlock Holmes 
Shown at 7 and 9 
Jagged Edge 7:15 9:15 
Starting Fri. Chorus Line
All Shows have a Sat.& Sun. 1&3 
matinee
& a 1pm. Wed. matinee 
Lincoln Mall Cinema, Rt. 116, Lin­
coln. 333-2130.
Troll
1:00 3:05 5:10 9:20 
Back to the Future 12:45 3:00 
5:15 7:00 9:45
Adventures of Mark Twain 
1:15 3:15 5:30 
Transylvania 6-5000 
7:15 9:10
Showcase Cinema, Seekonk. 
336-6020.
Jewel of the Nile 
12:40 7:25 9:50 
Rocky IV 
1:15 7:20 9:35 
Journey of Natty Gann 
1:10 7:15 9:30 
Iron Eagle 
12:30 7:30 9:55
Nightmare on Elm Street Pt. 2
2:00 7:30 9:40
Runaway Train
12:50 7:35 10:00
Out of Africa
1:00 7:10 10:05
101 Dalmations
12:30 6:00
White Nights
1:00 7:40 10:15
Warwick Mall Cinema, Warwick. 
738-9070.
Clue 
7:30 9:35 
Troll 
7:15 9:20
Twice in a Lifetime 
7:40 9:50
A Christmas Carol Breaks All Records
Trinity Repertory Company’s 
1985 production of Dickens’ A 
Christmas Carol broke all previous 
records. Due to unprecedented 
popular demand, Trinity Rep’s A 
Christmas Carol, adapted by 
Adrian Hall and Richard Cumm- 
ing, had 56 performances, the most 
in the production’s nine-year 
history.
Other records broke as well in 
this latest production of Dickens’ 
classic directed by William 
Damkoehler, with a new set design­
ed by Robert D. Soule.
Over 29,000 tickets were sold for 
the production, breaking the 
previous record of 23,000 in 1984. 
Nearly 200,000 people have seen A 
Christmas Carol since Hall and 
Cumming first adapted it for Trini­
ty Rep in 1977.
“ I want to thank all New 
Englanders for their extraordinary 
support of Trinity Rep in 1985. A 
Christmas Carol topped a very suc­
cessful year,” said Artistic Direc­
tor Adrian Hall.
In addition, the Project 
Discovery program set new records 
for A Christmas Carol. This pro­
gram enables area students to at­
tend at special prices. This year, 16 
Project Discovery performances 
were attended by nearly 9,000 
students, a new record. Project 
Discovery attendance was 100 per­
cent for each performance, an in-1 
crease of almost 20 percent over 
last year.
Trinity Rep’s 1985-86 Season, 
“ Americana Revisited,” continues 
with Arthur Miller’s classic The 
Crucible, directed bv Richard
Jenkins, in the Upstairs Theatre 
January 24 through February 23, 
and Keith Reddin’s first full-length 
play. Life and Limb, directed by 
Neal Baron, in the Downstairs 
Theatre February 7 through March 
23. Life and Limb is Baron’s first 
directing assignment at Trinity 
Rep.
For ticket information and reser­
vations, call the Box Office at 
351-4242. Trinity Rep’s Holiday 
Subscriptions—the remaining three 
plays in the Upstairs Theatre for as 
little as $31—is available through 
February 23. Discounts up to 50 
percent are also available for 
groups of 20 or more. Call Eric at 
521-1100. Visa/M astercard 
accepted.
Holiday Hurrah, a Community Success
Trinity Rep’s first Holiday Hur­
rah was a success for the southern 
New England community and for 
Trinity Rep’s Challenge Campaign. 
The three-day “ festive fair for kids 
of all ages” was held at Rhodes-on- 
the-Pawtuxet on December 5 
through 8, and was kicked-off at 
the Black and Silver Ball, which 
was attended by 325 persons. Holi­
day Hurrah attracted more than 
5,000 persons during its run.
Holiday Hurrah featured special 
fantasy displays created by some of
tne region’s best designers and ar­
tists. The displays were designed as 
a treat for the eyes and imagina­
tion, as Rhodes was transformed 
into a specal holiday world for 
children and adults alike, with a 
giant gingerbread house, a Vic­
torian village, an old-fashioned 
herb garden, a train display, and 
much more.
Honorary co-chairs for Holiday 
Hurrah, were Governor and Mrs. 
Edward DiPrete. Chair of the event 
was Susan Blydenburgh.
Simon Joyaux, Director of 
Development at Trinity Repertory 
Company, who organized Holiday 
Hurrah, said, “ We are delighted 
that Holiday Hurrah was a success 
with our community and for Trini­
ty Rep’s Challenge Campaign, and 
we look forward to next year’s fair, 
as we continue with this new holi­
day trad ition  for Rhode 
Islanders.”
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Start the Weekend early!
THURSDAY is College Nite 
& CHEAP BEER NITE
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by
New England's 
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Remember...Thursday starts the weekend... 
and The Frat house 
HAS THE BEST DEAL AROUND!
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Louie’s: Home Away From Home
Louie Tourony, better known as just “ Louie” , says he loves operating 
Louie’s on Douglas Ave. The establishment has become a “home away 
from home.”
by Sean P. Sweeney
As you drive down Douglas 
Avenue in Providence, less than a 
mile from Providence College, 
there is a building, which like most 
others in the area, has a dull gray 
facade. Upon closer observation, 
you might notice a yellow sign with 
just one word on it. This word 
means different things to different 
people but it has been seen above 
the front door of this building for 
about ten years.
What is the word? What is the 
building? It is Louie’s. Plain and 
simple Louie’s', but that is part of 
its appeal, its simplicity. Louie’s is 
not a bar which caters to a certain 
elite, but rather a place where peo­
ple, mostly Providence students, go 
where they know they’ll be 
comfortable.
Ten years ago, a man by the 
name of Louie Tourony opened the 
establishment which has come to be 
known as Louie’s Tap. Prior to the 
opening of Louie’s, Tourony had 
been involved with gas station 
management and he saw Louie’s as 
an opportunity to become involv­
ed with the young PC community.
Since its inception, Louie has 
tried to maintain an image as a 
“ big brother.”  A big brother in the 
sense that the Louie’s crowd is a 
family.
“ I have always tried to maintain 
a well-managed business where PC
With Jack Frost nipping at your 
toes and children dressed up like 
Eskimos, it’s time again for the 
Harvard Square Winterfest, the 
weekend of February 1st & 2nd.
This year, the second annual 
Winterfest in Harvard Square 
features three monumental and 
“ user-friendly”  ice sculptures 
located at Holyoke Center near the 
main MBTA station.
Made out o f translucent ice by 
the world-renowned ice sculptor, 
Joe Dietrich, the Winterfest ice 
sculptures, will give everyone a 
chance to crawl into a warm igloo, 
sit in a  sleigh “ pulled”  by delicate 
reindeer, and slide down a replica 
of Old Man Winter in front of Au 
Bon Pain and the Cambridge Trust 
Company.
During the week prior to the
kids can come and know that they 
can have a good safe time and feel 
like part o f the family.”  This at­
mosphere is what draws most peo­
ple back to Louie’s after having 
come there once or twice.
When a person firsts enters the 
door of Louie's he can’t help but 
feel like he has just stepped into the 
PC Athletic Archives. On the wall 
are tacked up some of the shirts 
from many of Providence’s most 
successful athletes. Shirts worn by 
guys like Soup Campbell, Bob 
Massavich, Ricky Condon and 
John Sheehan. There are hockey 
sticks, rugby cleats and scores of 
program covers from games gone 
by.
Louie’s which is open Monday 
through Saturday from 2 p.m. un­
til midnight goes through quite a 
transformation during the course 
of those ten hours. During the 
opening hours, the worn tile floor 
is visible and six white tiles at either 
end of the floor hint of previous 
times before Louie’s was Louie’s. 
Some bar stools are open and one 
bartender monitors the Pabst and 
Lite taps that produce the famous 
50 cent draft.
The pool table at Louie’s serves 
as a center of attraction and if you 
go early enough you can scratch 
your initials on the chalkboard and 
sooner or later get a chance to own 
the table Tor a little while.
As the early afternoon pro-
Winterfest (from January 26-31), 
Harvard Square will heed a crew of 
volunteers willing to work with the . 
sculptor night and day to position 
ice blocks, clear the debris, and put 
the finishing touches on this year’s 
colossal ice sculptures at Holyoke 
Center.
Dietrich has again called for help 
from students, neighbors, business 
people, chefs, aspiring artists, and 
anyone else who wants to brave the 
cold for a few hours and work with 
the tools of his trade, which include 
everything from ice tongs, to snow 
shovels and fine chisels.
Interested volunteers should call 
the Harvard Square Business 
Association’s office at 18 Brattle 
Street, Cambridge, telephone 
491-3434.
Starting at 10 a.m. on Saturday 
(February 1), the Winterfest offers
gresses into early evening and late 
evening, you will no longer see any 
barstools open and there will be 
two bartenders and very often 
Louie himself behind the bar. The 
pool table remains the center o f at­
tention and it almost impossible to 
shoot as the crowd slowly en­
croaches on the playing area 
around the table.
It is no longer possible to really 
see the floor because it is soon 
covered with spilled beer and other 
drinks and the mixture is uniquely 
Louie’s.
You might end up bumping into 
someone you know or literally 
speaking, into jomeone you don’t 
know, but this is something people 
at Louie’s have come to expect as 
normal and many friendships have 
started that way.
Louie’s is a popular spot for wat­
ching major sporting events but 
Louie is quick to point out that 
“ Louie’s is everybody’s bar,” and 
is not just limited to sports.
“ I have always been interested in 
the sports at PC and just sports in 
general,” explains Louie and this 
certainly explains the sporty at­
mosphere. Louie cites the athletic 
careers of his two sons who are All- 
State wrestlers as reasons for his 
interest.
Athlete or not, there are many 
students at PC who enjoy going to 
Louie’s and perhaps joining in on 
doing “ the wave”  which Louie 
leads from behind the bar, or sing-
a winter weekend of fun for all ages 
at the following Harvard Square 
locations:
•At Holyoke Center, experience 
life in an igloo, photograph your 
friends in a sleigh, and swoosh 
down an icy slide 
•At Charles Square, sample their 
special hospitality—Charles
squares and hot cider 
*At the Cambridge Common, 
make a snowman in a winter 
wonderland and try out the new 
skating rink (pending approval) 
courtesy of the City Fathers 
•Everywhere in Harvard Square, 
shop for January/February sales 
•At the Sheraton Commander 
Hotel, attend an informal 
“ Snowball”  at 8 p.m. on Saturday 
night (Reservation are $10 per per­
son. Dress is casual.)
ing a few verses of “ Louie, Louie,” 
“ Brown-eyed G irl,”  or 
“ Centerfield.”
“ I love operating this business, 
it keeps me young, I’m part of 
these kids.” This positive attitude 
is evident in the way Louie runs his 
business and respects his neighbor­
ing residents.
Louie Tourony has always 
endeavored to make Louie.’s a 
place where Providence students 
can go and feel at home and this 
is why he has adopted the slogan,
by Carolyn Fee
Aside from the sounds of 
classical, jazz, rock and funk, five 
new and promising shows have 
been instituted at WDOM. Tom 
Corrigan, Program Director of the 
station, is very enthusiastic and 
confident about the “ Public Af­
fairs Shows”  that air Monday 
through Friday following the five 
o ’clock evening news.
On Monday, Mike Sullivan and 
Kevin O ’Shea host “ Express 
Line” , a discussion about a par­
ticular topic of local, national or 
international interest. Mike and 
Kevin have covered issues such as 
Northern Ireland, Satanism, Jerry 
Falwell and the Seat Belt controver­
sy. Audience participation is en­
couraged and many phone calls are 
received.
A special sports show is hosted 
on Tuesday evenings by Sean 
Sweeney. This program, currently. 
untitled, focuses solely on Pro­
vidence College sports. Sean is 
assisted by several reporters who 
gather information and statistics on 
all the Friar sporting events.
On Wednesdays “ Trivia 
Shoppe”  takes over the airwaves. 
Tracy Tucker and Tom Perrault 
derive many challenging questions 
for all listeners to call in and 
answer. This show was created by 
last year’s program director, Sam 
Capuano. People who correctly 
answer the trivia question will 
receive a mystery album from 
WDOM.
“Campus Spotlight”  covers ma­
jor issues that affect PC. This 
Thursday night show is hosted by 
Ted Winschel and Karen Marsico. 
A guest is usually interviewed on 
the show, which aids Ted and 
Karen in covering their topic more 
fully. The wit and intelligence of 
the hosts make for an enjoyable 
program.
On Fridays, when the average 
businessman’s week ends, the 
“ Mongeau-Walsh Business 
Report”  is aired. Hosts Paul 
Mongeau and Mike Walsh prepare 
a weekly summary of business
“ Home Away From Home.” 
Louie is a responsible businessman 
who regards the safety of his 
patrons as a very important thing. 
He takes very seriously the respon­
sibility he has.
“ I run Louie’s like a great big 
family and I have had more 
brothers and sisters in the past ten 
years than you could imagine.” 
This, explains Louie, is why 
Louie’s is what it is. Louie’s is PC’s 
bar because “ we wanna go where 
everybody knows your name.”
news. On occasion a guest is 
featured.
In addition to the Public Affairs 
shows, two new music shows are 
presented on Saturday and Sunday 
at five o’clock. On Saturday, “The 
Good News” , hosted by Tony 
Medeiros and Chuck Monahan, 
plays Contemporary Christian 
Rock. They announce special con­
cert events and give spiritual 
reminders for their audience. Tony 
is a graduate student at PC.
“ Irish Showboat”  features old 
Irish folk music on Sundays. This 
program is hosted by Patrick 
Fallon, a former program director 
of several radio stations. He is also 
on the board of advisors for 
WDOM. His show is geared for the 
older audience.
All of the Public Affair pro­
grams operate from a remodeled 
room in the WDOM station located 
in Joseph Hall.
This room is specially equipped 
with improved equipment to aid all 
o f the hosts in answering and 
broadcasting phone calls and in 
projecting a better sound.
WDOM can be heard every day, 
7 a.m. to 2 a.m.
Classical music can be enjoyed 
from 7 a.m. to noon every day. 
Monday through Saturday, the 
Jazz Menagerie is featured from 
noon-5 p.m.
Progressive rock can be tun­
ed in from 6 p.m. to 2 a.m. Mon­
day through Thursday, and on Fri­
day, Saturday and Sunday from 6 
p.m.-2 a.m., funk is presented.
FOR RENT
ONE, TWO, THREE BEDROOM APTS. 
ALSO ONE FAMILY HOMES. RENTS 
FROM $315.00 MONTHLY, WITH OR 
WITHOUT UTILITIES.
274-0474 • 3S1-4S47 • 738-6918
Cheryl
DID YOU KNOW?
Andrew Carnegie, the February Reader’s Digest notes, along 
with making a fortune in steel, established 2509 libraries 
throughout the English-speaking world.
Catch Jack F rost’s Last N ip  
at Harvard Square W interfest
Tune in to “Public 
Affairs” at WDOM
FEATURES
Restaurants on Review:
Andrea’s: A Great Greek Experience
by Nancy C. Vunic
As one begins to explore the uni­
queness of Providence’s East side, 
it becomes obvious that one entic­
ing surprise after another seems to 
unfold before you.
Andrea’s of Thayer Street is no 
exception. Specializing in Greek 
cuisine, and offering an ample 
selection of American favorites, 
Andrea’s is a reasonably priced, at­
mospheric spot, conveniently 
located, and easily accessible from 
the PC campus.
My dinner companion and 1 
were quick to read a most complete 
menu, and decided to enjoy an 
authentic Greek meal.
As an appetizer, I chose a 
spanakopita, which is, as describ­
ed on the menu, “ a combination of 
spinach feta cheese eggs and herbs 
layered between ..sheets of filo 
dough.”
I was immediately impressed by 
the fiavorful dish, and recognized 
that although Andrea’s is far from 
an elegant establishment, the food 
was certainly above average.
The avgolemono soup which mv
companion selected proved to be 
most satisfactory.
Before we had time to fully savor 
our first course, we were quickly 
faced with the Greek salad and 
Italian bread which are served as 
accompaniments to all entreees.
Once again, a very short time 
spanned before our entrees were 
placed in front of us.
I had decided upon a beef 
kebob, which was served with my 
choice of rice pilaf or potato, and 
the vegetable of the day which hap­
pened to be green beans. The 
marinated beef, peppers and 
onions which were shreaded and 
broiled had wonderful flavor, as 
did the rice which was served in a 
tangy, cinnamon sauce.
My companion was equally im­
pressed with her selection— 
traditional Greek mousaka (layers 
of ground beef, eggplant, and 
potato crowned with bechemel 
sauce).
All of the portions were more 
than enough to satisfy one’s ap­
petite, but we could not resist top­
ping off our meal with one of the 
tempting desert selections. Unable
to choose, we decided to share two 
of the Greek favorites: baklava (as 
described on the menu, “ layers of 
thin spiced crust alternated with 
walnuts, sweet butter and honey), 
and galacto-bourico (also, as 
described on the menu, “ custard­
like filling between layers of thin 
dough drenched with Greek sweet 
syrup” ). Once again, we were 
pleased with our selections.
Andrea’s is certainly a casual 
spot, as is made obvious by a sim­
ple glance at the hanging fans, the 
light wood colored booths, and 
small tables, and by the large bar 
which occupies a raised level of the 
establishment. It is perhaps its 
casualness, and its convenience, 
which make it a recommendable 
place to stop in, relax, and enjoy 
some unique food under uniquely 
comfortable circumstances.
My only complaint stands with 
the service, which was perhaps 
“ too good.” Often, we felt as 
though we were being rushed 
through our meal. I suppose that 
complaints of long waits, and not 
enough attention are too often 
placed on the list against service.
AIESEC: It Really Gets You There!
Andrea’s on Thayer Street offers delicious and unique Greek cuisine 
in a simple yet comfortable setting. (Cowl photo by Brian Thornton)
but the opposite should be noted 
for its annoyance also.
Certainly however this complaint 
is far from enough to keep me 
away from embarking upon 
another adventure at Andrea’s.
Thought for the Week:
Good............................................***
Fair.....................     **
Poor..................... ;...................
Food............................................ '**
Atmosphere............................... ***
Service......................................**Vj
P ilo t makes 
w riting so exciting.
Don’t Miss the Bermuda Strollers 
Friday, January 24 Rat Explosion!
The
Pilot Precise 
rolling ball pen -  
the smooth,
sleek way
to  get it on paper. tr^|
It s the pen that writes as fine as it looks A .1 
tiny hart held by a needle-like collar is the 
secret to the comfort and smoothness you'll 
experience. And because of r m . »»»]  
its ball, the Precise will write [ P IL O T J  
crisply through carbons.
Try either the fine or extra 
fine point. Only $1.19 each.
precise™
by Allaine Cerwonka
Perhaps many of you did not 
receive the opportunity to become 
acquainted with Dave Quinlin 
before he was absorbed into the 
wide world of business in August.
Dave Quinlin, a former finance 
major here at PC, is one of the 
many college students who was 
able to visit Europe during his 
career as a student.
Dave lived in Norway for two 
months immediately after he 
graduated last May. He left for 
Bergen, Norway in the middle of 
May, 1985 and returned in the mid­
dle of July.
Dave’s experience in Europe was 
unique, however, in that he did not 
go overseas as an American student 
planning to study. Instead, he went 
to experience what it is like to be 
a Norwegian. He lived in a dor­
mitory with Norwegian students his 
age and older, worked for a 
Norwegian company, and lived ac­
cording to Norwegian mores.
Dave Quinlin went to Norway as 
a member of AIESEC, the fastest 
growing club here at PC.
AIESEC is the French acronym 
for the International Association of 
Students in Economics and 
Business Management.
However, it is not necessary to 
be a business student to become in­
volved in AIESEC and go overseas. 
Students from a  variety of majors
§6 D on’t com prom ise 
yourself. You are all 
you’v e  g o t .f f
J a n i s  J o p l i n  (1943-1970)
The Bermuda Strollers, pictured above, will be performing in Alumni Cafe Friday night. A D.J. will 
be featured in the Rat. Students must be over 21 to attend.
can get overseas jobs that coincide 
with their personal skills or in­
terests. All that is required is am­
bition, enthusiasm an an active in­
volvement in AIESEC.
AIESEC’s main goal is to pro­
vide students with temporary jobs 
overseas and create jobs for foreign 
students here in the U.S.
Dave was able to go to Norway 
as a result of the commitment he 
put into the club. Each project on 
which he worked and meeting that 
he attended at PC brought him that 
much closer to being eligible to go 
away.
Once he had participated enough 
to be eligible to go abroad, Dave 
submitted his qualifications and 
preferences for country, job, etc. 
into the “ AIESEC Congress” (in 
Europe) who in turn matched him 
to a compatable company in 
Norway.
Once Dave reached Norway, he 
found a supportive AIESEC group 
there to help him adjust to his new 
environment. He was picked up at 
the airport and brought to the 
university where would be living.
At the university he found 
everything from fellow AIESEC- 
ers who came from around the 
world, to a  complimentary bag of 
groceries.
Dave found that living with peo­
ple his age and going to AIESEC 
functions provided him with a great 
social life which kept him busy dur­
ing his stay.
In his spare time, he took advan­
tage of the inexpensive airfare and 
visited other Scandinavian 
countries.
Dave found that most 
Norwegians could speak English so 
he did not have a problem adapting 
to his new job.
He worked in the foreign ex­
change room of the Berger Bank 
which paid him enough to meet his 
living and entertainment expenses. 
In addition, Dave gained practical 
knowledge in his field which has 
made him more appealing to banks 
here in the U.S.
Dave was extremely glad he was 
able to travel to Norway. Working 
overseas was not only less costly 
than studying, it also provided him 
with the opportunity to discover 
the culture of Norway like a true 
Norwegian.
For more information about 
AIESEC and going abroad, attend 
their first general meeting being 
held in early February.
Be the Next Miss R.I.
The Western Rhode Island 
Pageant is accepting applications 
from those girls who are residents 
of Johnston, North Providence, 
Greenville, Smithfield, Scituate, 
and North Scituate and are bet­
ween the ages of 17-26.
The winners of the regionals will 
enter the Miss Rhode Island 
Pageant held to select the state 
queen who will compete for the 
crown of Miss America in the na­
tional competition at Atlantic Ci­
ty, New Jersey in September.
The pageant serves the com­
munity well, because it focuses at­
tention on the high calibre of young
ladies who are residents of our area 
and it serves youth well becasuse it 
provides the oppportunity for the 
young ladies who compete to gain 
added poise through public ap­
pearances and to gain added 
maturity through participation in 
a community program.
For additional information and 
applications please contact Paula 
Pelino, Western RI Regional Direc­
tor, 1085 Chalkstone Ave., Pro­
vidence, Rl 02908, 353-1138.
_____ f ir i r t .  JHWlirY V A W  17 ,
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collegiate crossw ord
(Answers on page 22)
46 Bandleader Shaw
48 Dross
49 "A ----  from Hong
Kong"
52 Addictions'
55 Years: It.
56 ----  question
58 The ----  Brothers
• 59 Word in Jane Austen 
title
60 Alliance in it ia ls
61 Sioux
62 Senator Kefauver
63 Killed
DOWN
1 Attention-getter
2 Except
3 Extraordinary occur 
rence
4 ----  Dee
5 Fall sounds
6 Azov, for one
7 Joyful words to a
8 Movie Charlie Chan,
9 Work with hair
10 Shakespearean
11 On the Tyrrhenian
12 Set down
13 Church projection 
18 Driving places
22 ----  finger
25 Errol 1 Garner
26 Sky-blue
27 Scrooge's word
29 Concerning 
animals
30 Mi splay
31 Speed ----
33 Zero-dimensional 
figures (abbr.)
34 What a DH uses, in 
sports
36 Study plants
37 Separate
38 ---- - poodle
40 Here
43 Genie offerings
44 Winged
45 Ship rooms
48 Footwear
49 Dear one: It.
50 "Step ---- !"
51 Word in the "golden 
rule"
53 Actress Sharon -----
54 Street sign 
57 Half a fly
Part I:
THE KAPLAN CURRICULUM 
FOR f.ARF.F.R CUMBERS
LSAT, GMAT, MCAT, 
GRE,DAE 
A dvanced M edical 
Boards, TOEFL, 
Nursing Boards, 
NTE, CIA, Intro, to 
Law, Speed  
Reading,
AND MORE.
For neaify 50 years, Stanley H. Kaplan has prepared 
over 1 million students for admission and licensing tests.
So before you take a test, prepare with the best. Kaplan.
A good score may help change your life.
1 KAPLAN
STANlfY K KARAN ffiUCAOONAl CSNTR DD.
151 WEYBOSSET ST., PROVIDENCE, Rl 02903 
(401) 273-6630
“Taking a June exam?!? Enroll in Providence and 
begin classes and get a free transfer form to use 
the Stanley H. Kaplan Ed. Center nearest to 
your home!''
The C ourageous L ife  o f  
Cardinal C ajetan
riani, assigned Cajetan to teach 
theology at the Stadium Generate 
in Padua. A few months later, he 
was named a  bachelor of theology 
and officially incorporated into the 
University. We know from the con­
vent records at Padua that Cajetan 
was successively at student, master 
o f studies, regent, professor of 
metaphysics, and doctor of 
theology in the College.
From this early period in his 
teaching career, Cajetan has hand­
ed down to us a commentary on the 
Sentences and his famous commen­
tary on De Ente et Essentia, 
thought by many to be the most 
subtle and abstruse of his works.
At Pentecost, 1494, a General 
Chapter, was held at Ferrara. Ca- 
jetar& wias appointed defendens in 
the solemn disputatio customarily 
held on such occasions. So brilliant 
was his exposition of the thesis and 
so devastating were his answers to 
the objections posed by none other 
than the brilliant humanist scholar, 
Pico della Mirandola, that the 
students hoisted him on their 
shoulders and bore him in triumph 
to the feet of the presiding Duke of 
Ferrara.
The Duke asked the Master 
General Torriani to confer upon 
Cajetan the degree of Master in 
Sacred Theology on the spot. The 
General agreed. Taking off his own 
biretta, he placed it upon the head 
of young Cajetan.
In 1497 Cajetan was appointed 
professor of theology at the 
University of Pavia. He had De 
Nominum Analogia finished by the 
end of the summer of 1498.
He spent the year 1599 at Milan 
and in 1501, at the suggestion of his 
friend Oliviero Caraffa, Cardinal- 
Protector of the Dominicans, he 
was made Procurator General. At 
the same time, he occupied chairs 
of philosophy and theology at the 
University of Rome, the Sapienza.
This period of his life was of the 
utmost importance to Cajetan. 
From this time on, he became a 
churchman in the full sense of that 
term. Henceforth all is energy 
would be spend in the service of the 
Church; every gift he possessed 
would be used in promoting the 
good of the Church.
During the Advents of 1501 to 
1504 as well as during Lent of 1502, 
we find Cajetan preaching in the 
presence of the Pope and cardinals. 
His famous treatise De Spasmo was 
composed during this period. In 
1507, again in virtue of Cardinal 
Caraffa’s influence, Cajetan was 
made Vicar General o f the Order. 
A year later, on June 10, 1508, he 
was elected Master General, though 
not without strong opposition.
Master General
The election of Cajetan as 
Master General is clear evidence of 
the strong reformist movement 
among many members of the 
Order. Nor was there lacking a 
great need for reform.
The more some of the friars 
became involved in secular affairs 
the less they were inclined towards 
the common life. Obedience and 
poverty soon became difficult, as 
some began to live individual lives 
among the attractions of the world. 
As an inevitable consequence, the 
spirit of study suffered.
Cajetan realized how dangerous 
it is for a Dominican to leave his 
books. His encyclicals and the acts 
of chapters promulgated during his 
term o f office bear witness to Ca­
jetan’s concern for the restoration
of religious discipline and his zeal 
for the study of sacred doctrine.
His was a solid platform of 
reform resting upon two sturdy 
foundations: poverty and study. 
Cajetan had a lofty idea of the 
Dominican vocation to preach the 
Word of God to the world.
. As Master General, his efforts to 
realize this vocation in the lives of 
the religious under his care resulted 
in both intellectual and apostolic 
movements beneficial not only to 
Europe but to our own country as 
well.
During his years as Master 
General, Cajetan had many 
perplexing problems. He became 
involved in a number of controver­
sies which left their mark upon his] 
intellectual outlook. One such pro-1 
blem involved pseudo-mysticsf 
who, like the poor, are always with
In all the disagreeable negotia­
tions which arise in such delicate 
matters, Cajetan showed himself to 
be the prudent theologian always. 
This experience, however, like that 
at Padua with the Scotist, left its 
mark, as is evidenced in his com­
mentary on the Summa o f St. 
Thomas.
In the fourth year of his 
generalship, Cajetan became in­
volved in the ill-fated pseudo­
council o f Pisa.
Historians agree that the failure 
of this unlawful gathering was due 
in no small measure to the 
devastating attack made upon it by 
Cajetan. He was one of the first to 
urge Pope Julius II to convoke a 
true ecumenical council.
At this, the Fifth Lateran Coun­
cil, Cajetan delivered a moving ad­
dress on May 17, 1512. He spoke 
of the beauty of the Church, its 
supernatural character, and the du­
ty of all assembled to take ap­
propriate measures toward 
whatever reforms were deemed 
necessary.
In another important session, 
Cajetan spoke so eloquently in 
defense o f the religious orders that 
the Augustinian General, Giles of 
Viterbo, wrote these laudatory 
words in an encyclical letter to his 
Order: “ The Most Reverend 
General of the Preachers was of 
much help to us; he brought for­
ward many arguments with the 
greatest learning, eloquence, and 
firmness.”
Cardinal
Shortly after the close of the 
Council, Pope Leo X created Ca­
jetan Cardinal of St. Sixtus. On 
February 8, 1518, Cajetan was ap­
pointed Archbishop of Palermo, 
but the opposition of the Sicilian 
Senate was so great that on. 
December 19, 1519, he resigned 
without ever taking possession of 
his see. He had been appointed 
Bishop of Gaeta on April 13,1519.
When C ardinal Alexander 
Farnese, then the Holy See’s legate 
to Germany, fell ill, Cardinal Ca­
jetan was chosen to replace him.
On May 5, 1518, he left Rome 
to fulfill an important and well- 
defined mission: to persuade 
Emperor Maximilian and the Elec­
tors of the Empire to undertake a 
crusade against the Turks.
Cajetan came with gifts from 
Rome: a cardinal’s red hat for 
Albert of Brandenberg and a sword 
blessed by the Pope for Emperor 
Maximilian.
*  BUSINESS NEWS SUMMARY Continued from pg. 8 
and utility usage rate.
•Both Wang and IBM reported Sunday, January 19, 1986 
drops in second quarter earnings
for 1985, but say the loss shows ‘Mutual of Omaha plans to again 
renewed strength. enter the private medical insurance
business with Health First. The 
company hopes the venture will 
place them as the second biggest 
private health insurer in Britain
ACROSS 
1 Vipers 
5 Despots 
10 FDR's dog
14 Sunken fence or
15 Spartan serf
16 Rush'order abbrevi-
17 Sooner or later
19 Maui garlands
20 Healed
21 Hudson ./liver view
23 Minerals
24 In regard to
25 "----  Bank Account"
'll Auction term-
'28 Stunned
32 Suffix for social
33 Apartment
34 In front of
,35 Tan producer
38 1040, for one
39 Soldiers
|40 Something to win in
i 41-Card game 
|42 Gossipy woman 
, (Yiddish)
. 43 Twist 
44 Squirrel treat
Editor’s note: The following is 
part one o f  an article in two 
parts by Thomas Aquinas Col­
lins, O. P. o f  Providence Col­
lege. Part two will appear in 
next week’s issue.
Thomas de Vio, popularly 
known as Cajetan, has clear title to 
high rank among the most il­
lustrious sons of St. Dominic.
Ecclesiastical historianis have, to 
a man, paid tribute to the strong, 
splendid mind o f this great 
churchman.
Though frail in body, Cajetan 
was an indefatigable defender of 
the Church of Christ and an ex­
emplary Dominican as well.
He was utterly devoted t»4he_ 
.. doctrinal' mission j>f the Q'rd^r.J 
“ Let -others rejoice in their 
prerogatives,”  he once wrote, “ but 
the work of our Order is at an end 
unless sacred doctrine be our com­
mendation.” Dominican historians 
call attention to the fact that in all 
his varied and laborious offices, 
Cajetan never omitted his daily 
study and writing, never failed in 
the practice of is religious duties.
Cajetan was even more devoted 
to the service of the Church. More 
than any other philosopher or 
theologian of his day, he ministered 
to the actual intellectual needs of 
the Church.
As a result o f his outstanding 
labors and equally great gifts, he 
attained eminence not only in the 
Roman curia but also among the 
intellectual leaders of his time.
Historians often cite this signifi­
cant saying about him: his positive 
teaching was regarded as a guide 
for others; his silence was con­
sidered as an implied censure. It 
- was the common opinion of his 
contemporaries that had the Car­
dinal lived, he would have succeed­
ed Clement VII on the papal 
throne. Cajetan’s was a full, rich 
Dominican life. The following is a 
brief sketch of his career.
Early Life
James de Vio, son of Francis and 
Isabel (de Sieri) de Vio, was born 
at Gaeta, a small city in the 
kingdom of Naples, about the mid­
dle o f February, 1469. In the face 
of family resistance, he entered the 
Dominican Order in 1484, taking 
the religious name of Thomas de 
Vio: it was the city of his birth, of 
his religious profession, and the ci­
ty to which he would one day come 
back as its bishop.
Hence his popular name, Ca- 
jetanus, the Latin for “ a man from 
Gaeta.”
After a number of years of 
brilliant studies, Thomas de Vio 
was ordained a priest at twenty- 
two. In the spring of 1491 he was 
sent to complete his studies at 
Padua, where at this time rivalry 
between Scotists and Thomists was 
strong. In philosophy and theology 
a man had to take sides; there was 
no middle ground.
As Father Congar observes, in 
this period at Padua a philosopher 
and theologian was necessarily 
against somebody. Cajetan, then, 
was intellectually reared in an anti- 
Scotistic climate. Moreover, he was 
very young, hardly twenty-two, 
when he began to engage in these 
controversies. Small wonder that 
students of Cajetan have found a 
strong anto-Scotistic strain in many 
of his works.
Teaching Career
On January , 21, 1493, the 
Dominican Master General, Tor-
Be a part of the 50-year tradition. 
The Cowl is now accepting 
applications for the 1986-87 
Editorial Board
ALL POSITIONS ARE OPEN
Letters of application may be sent to The Cowl , 
Box 2981 or dropped by The Cowl office, Slavin 109
DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY, FEB. 26 — 4:00 P.M.
COWL Interview Procedures For All 
Positions
1. Announcement of available positions must be 
posted in The Cowl prior to interviews.
2. All applicants are required to send a letter of ap­
plication with regard to the position they are ap­
plying for. A resume is optional.
3. Only applicants for Editor-in-Chief and Assistant 
Editor have the option to apply for another 
Editorial/Manager position if they fail to be 
chosen as Editor-in-Chief or Assistant Editor.
4. Applicants for all other Editor/Manager positions 
must be interviewed by the newly chosen Editor- 
in-Chief and Assistant Editor. The resigning 
editor from the particular position for which the 
interview is being held must also be present for 
the interviewing, unless he or she is reapplying.
5. Individuals applying for an editor/manager posi­
tion may only apply for one position with the ex­
ception of applicants for the positions of Editor- 
in-Chief or Assistant Editor who may re-apply 
for another position if not chosen.
6. Individuals who wish to remain in the same 
editor/manager position for the up-coming year 
must reapply for their position or another posi­
tion and will be regarded the same as any other 
candidate.
7. Interviews will be conducted in The Cowl office. 
Questions asked will be prepared by the inter­
viewers present. Candidates should bring a 
writing sample to the interview.
8. If applicant is a former editorial board member 
from the past year, it is not assumed that he/she 
will automatically be appointed to the new posi­
tion he/she is seeking. Each applicant’s interview 
will be conducted objectively with the most 
qualified individual being chosen.
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THE
ERST STATS AND STANDINGS
BIG E A S T B A S K ETB A LL  STANDINGS
COLLEGE B A S K ETB A LL  
POLL
1. North Carolina..........................19-0
HOCKEYEAST
H OC K EY EA ST STAN D IN G S
St. John's
Big East
5 1 .833 17
Overall
2 .895
3. Memphis St...........
4. Georgia Tech.........
..................17-0
................15 1
S y ra c u s e 4 1 .800 13 2 .867 5. Oklahoma............... ..................17-0
V illa n o v a 4 1 .800 12 7 .632 6. Michigan................ ..................17-1
G e o rg e to w n 4 2 .667 13 3 .813 7. Kansas................... ..................16 2
P itts b u rg h 3 3 .500 11 5 .688 ...............17-2
Boston College 2 3 .400 11 5 .688 9. Syracuse................. .................13 2
C o n n e c tic u t 1 4 .200 9 5 .643 10. UNLV.........................................17-2
P ro v id e n c e 1 4 .200 9 7 .563 11. Kentucky............... ..................14-2
Seton Hall .0 5 .000 9 9 .500 12 Georgetown..............................13 3
Northeastern
Boston University
Boston College
Providence
Lowell
Maine
New Hampshire
1985-86 M E N ’S B A S K E TB A L L  S T A TIS TIC S  
T O  D A TE
i •-•‘■Overall y-fteeord:..............?1}J,.........................................
Big East Record.......................................................................1-4
13 Louisville.................................. 11-4
14 LS U........................................... 16 2
15. Purdue.......................................16-3
16 Notre Dame....... ........... 10-2
17 Bradley........ ........ ...................18 1
18 Alabama Birmingham..............16-4
19 Texas El Paso...........................15 3
20. Virginia Tech....................... ....14-3
through 1/19/86 according to AP
GP PCT. PCT. TR AVG A ST TO BK AVG
BILLY DONOVAN 16 49.2 75.7 35 2.2 70 32 53 2 15.3
BIG EAST 5 46.9 61.9 13 2.6 18 7 14 0 17.8
STEVE W RIGHT 16 50.7 71.1 110 6.9 4 5 15 30 10.2
BIG E AST 5 42.9 88.9 27 5.4 0 2 4 8 7.6
DON BROWN 16 47.4 63.2 27 1.7 29 22 12 1 8.6
BIG EAST 5 40.5 80.0 7 1.4 6 5 5 0 6.8
AL ROTH 16 48.5 83.3 92 5.8 15 15 31 0 9.7
BIG E AST 5 50.0 79.2 33 6.6 9 4 9 0 12.2
HAROLD STARKS 16 49.1 69.0 53 3.3 57 50 46 2 9.1
BIG EAST 5 38.9 64.7 13 2.6 16 13 15 2 7.8
DAVE KIPFER 16 51.7 66.1 62 3.9
blo fcAS I 5 47.8 66.7 22 4.4 5 3 6 3 12.0
M A T T  PALAZZI 16 41.2 74.1 36 2.3 16 15
5 50.0 100.0 4 0.3 2 2 4 0 4.4
ERNIE LEWIS 16 38.9 90.5 52 3.3 50 16
5 34.3 0.0 14 2.8 12 8 5 0 4.8
DARRYL W RIGHT 
BIG EAST
14
5
44.1
30:8
68.0
42.9
24
5
1.7
1.0
12
1
2
0
13
1
1
0
5.5
2.2
JACEK DUDA 16 43.6 45.5 39 q
BIG EAST 5 30.0 66.7 7 1.4 2 1 3 1 2.8
DICK PENNEFATHER 6 50.0 75.0 5 j
BIG EAST 0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0
BRYAN BENHAM 6 40.0 22.2 4 0.7 3 0 3 1 1.0
BIG EAST 1 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0
PC TEAM  REBOUNDS
OPP. TEAM  REBOUNDS 63
1985-86 H OCKEY S TA TIS T IC S  
Through 1/17/86 —  Current Record 9-14-1
SCORING
1985-86  Season
Name— position GP G A PTS. P/Mins.
Gord CRUICKSHANK-c 23 24 12 36 21/42
Rene BOUDREAULT-lw 23 10 15 25 10/20
Jim ROBBINS-d 23 8 . 14 22 1/2
Tim Sullivan-c 22 7 12 19 14/42
Jimmy HUGHES-d 22 3 16 19 7/14
Artie YEOMELAKIS-rw 22 7 9 16 13/26
Steve BIANCHI-c 23 4 11 15 5/10
Shawn W HITHAM -d 23 5 8 13 25/61
Luke VITALE-lw 23 6 4 10 4/8
Lance NELSON-rw 13 1 7 8 4/8
John DEVOE-d 23 0 8 8 3/6
Perry FLORIO-d 23 3 4 7 22/44
John BUTTERW ORTH-rw 20 1 4 5 7/14
Mike KOENIG-lw 15 0 5 5 5/10
Michael FLANAGAN-d 21 0 3 3 16/32
Terry SULLIVAN-rw 15 2 1 3 1/2
Andy CALCIONE-c/w 12 1 2 3 3/6
John FERGUSON-rw 11 1 2 3 ■ 0/0
Neven KARDUM-c 10 1 0 1 0/0
Mike BRILL-d 22 0 0 0 6/12
Tom LYONS-lw 3 0 0 0 0/0
PC Team 23 2 1 3 7/14
PROVIDENCE TO TA L S  23 86 138 224 174/373 
Opponents Totals 23 97 161 258 174/373
W O M E N ’S BIG E A S T B A S K E TB A L L  S TAND IN GS
BIG EAST OVERALL
Villanova 6-1 12-4
Syracuse . 6-2 11-6
Providence 5-2 11-4
Saint John's 5-2 11-5
Boston College 4-3 10-6
Pittsburgh 3-4 7-7
Connecticut 1-6 9-8
Georgetown 1-6 5-12
.Seton Half 1-6 4-13
Tel. (401) 273-4410 
UNISEX HAIR SALON
661 Douglas Ave. 
Providence, R.l.
Guys Cuts Perms Gats
Hours:
Tues.-Wed.
sgoo $31 $12
10 am-6 pin 
Thurs.-Fri. 
9 am-8 pm
with Wash with Cut Wash — Cut Saturday
& Blow Dry! Blow Dry Blow Dry 9 am-6 pm
TAN YOUR BODY 
12 Visits Only $30.00
This Week in Sports
Wednesday, Jan. 22
Men’s Basketball at Syracuse...............................................................
Women’s Basketball vs. Georgetown...................................
Friday, Jan. 24
.................® ^
Women’s Hockey vs New Brunswick at Granite State...
Saturday, Jan. 25
Men’s Basketball at Villanova......................
■
Men’s Hockey at Minnesota-Twin Cities...................................................................
Women’s Basketball at Pittsburgh...................................................................................
Women's Hockey vs. York University at Granite State...
............ 7:30 pm
...........12:30 pin
Monday, Jan. 27
Men’s Basketball vs. Georgetown.....................................
Continued from  pg. 24
Congratulations to Men’s Basket­
ball Coach Rick Pitino who 
notched his 100th collegiate vic­
tory when Providence defeated 
Boston College 76-75 at Roberts 
Center.
R edm en Spoil P C  Bid
by Tom Corrigan
“ If that’s the opening for the Big 
East season, holy mackerel, what 
a year it’s going to be.” So said 
Louie Carnesecca after his Redmen 
beat the Friars in overtime, 95-90.
With a half-minute left-in regula­
tion, Jacek Duda was fouled. PC 
was down, 84-82, and Duda’s two 
sinkers put the Friars on par with 
St. John’s.
Alan Roth got a St. John’s tur­
nover and passed it to Billy 
Donovan , who preceded to sink 
two with three seconds on the 
clock. The Providence Civic Center 
rocked as the Friars seemed to be 
on the verge of an 86-84 victory 
over the then-tenth ranked 
Redmen.
After a timeout, St. John’s 
guard Ron Rowan threw a full- 
court pass to Walter “ The Truth” 
Berry. Berry then tossed up an air 
ball uncharacteristic of his game- 
high 35 points.
That miss should have clinched 
a victory for the Friars, but a foul 
was called on Donovan with one se­
cond left. That set up a two-for- 
two for “ The Truth,” who put the 
game into OT with a score of 
86-all.
Mark “ Action” Jackson and 
Berry dropped two in a row at the 
start of OT to put the Redmen out 
front, 90-86.
Duda put two on the board for 
the Friars, making it 90-88. A foul 
on Berry near the two-minute mark 
allowed him to go for two at the 
line, increasing St. John’s lead to 
91-88.
A Roth foul on“  Action” 
Jackson with ten seconds left let 
Jackson put in one free throw in 
addition to the two points he scored 
while being fouled. This put the 
score at 93-88.
Harold Starks put in two of his 
16 game points with five seconds 
left. After a timeout, a Brown foul 
on Jackson set up “ Action’s” two- 
for-two.
As the clock ran out, the 
Redmen handed the Friars a loss 
for their Big East opener. The final
score was 95-90.
Coach Rick Pitino said after the 
game that the loss “ was disappoin­
ting. They played their hearts out.” 
Pitino added that it “ was the worst 
loss of my career.”
The Friars dominated the first 
twelve minutes of regulation play 
with strong inside shooting. St. 
John’s tied the score three times in 
the first 17 minutes, but didn’t take 
the lead until Berry sank two foul 
shots at 3:43 to make it 41-39.
A few seconds later, Duda tied 
the score at 41 when he sank two 
foul shots. St. John’s capitalized 
on three unsuccessful Friar scoring 
drives and made the score 45-41. 
With one second left in the first 
half, St. John’s scored to take a six- 
point lead, 51-45.
Berry scored 16 of St. John’s 
first-half 51 points and he pulled 
down nine rebounds. Shelton 
Jones, Rowan, and Jackson all 
contributed eight points to the 
Redmen’s halftime lead.
In the first half, Ernie “ Pop” 
Lewis, Dave Kipfer, and Donovan 
each put eight points on the board 
for the Friars. Steve Wright grabb­
ed four rebounds while playing on­
ly seven minutes.
As the second half began the 
Friars fought back and tried to nar­
row the six-point gap. It took only 
six minutes for the Friars to do so, 
with Donny Brown sinking a 
20-footer from the left corner to 
make it 61-61. The Redmen then 
put in three in a row, giving them 
a 67-61 advantage.
Starks came back and scored, 
then Berry’s turnover to Kipfer 
allowed Roth to sink two. He was 
also fouled on the play, allowing 
him to score one point and put the 
Friars within one point of St'. 
John’s, 67-66.
A bucket by Donovan, followed 
by his successful foul shot, put the 
Friars ahead, 69-67. Jackson 
followed Donovan by putting one 
in, but the basket was disallowed 
because of Jackson’s traveling.
Jones then put the ball in for two 
points to tie the game at 69. With 
10 minutes left in regulation time
Continued from  pg. 24
Skeeter Moore beat a stickless Ter- 
reri from the point, after a mad 
scramble in the crease. Moore gave 
his team a little breathing room 10 
minutes later when he finished off 
a 2 on 1 break by beating Terreri. 
On a high tip over the goalies 
shoulder, Illikanien iced the game 
a minute later when he knocked 
one off of Terreri’s glove and into 
the net for a 6-3 final.
Saturday night the Friars suf­
fered their first shutout of the 
season as tljey were trounced by the 
Bulldogs 6-0. PC made a game of 
it early as the teams battled through 
a period and a half scoreless. UMD 
then scored 3 goals in less than a 
2 minute span. The first two were 
on rushes by one of the nations 
most powerful lines of .Moore, 
Christensen and Hall. The third 
was scored by Joe Delisle who 
caught Terreri out of position and 
put the puck into the empty net. 
They would further bury the Friars 
with two more goals by the end of
at that point, the lead volleyed bet­
ween Providence and St. John’s a 
half- dozen times until the last se­
cond of the second half.
Kipfer led the Friars in scoring 
with 19 points, and also in re­
bounds with six. Donovan scored 
17, Starks got 16, and Roth put in 
12.
Berry had 35 points and 12 re­
bounds, both game highs. Jackson, 
Glass, Rowan, and Jones each 
scored in double digits.
Pitino noted that the Friars 
played their natural pace, “ which 
was nice,”  he added.
“ They did a great job doubling 
' down on Berry, ” said Pitino of his 
team’s defense.
“ It’s a difficult loss to swallow, 
but we’ll bounce back.”
Carnesecca said of his team “ We 
were lucky. Maybe we won’t be as 
lucky later” in the season.
ended up in brown's hands. In a 
great heads up play Donovan took 
one step backwards to the foul line, 
and with an equally heads-up move 
Brown got Donovan the ball. 
Donovans shot was released with 
no time on the clock, reminiscent 
of the Pitt game earlier in the 
season. The ball bounced on the 
rim and the entire gym ceased to 
breathe for a second. After what 
seemed like an eternity, the ball 
went through the hoop and Pro­
vidence had won their first Big East 
game under the regions of coach 
Pitino, and had laid to rest the 
1985-86 overtime jinx.
An elated coach Pitino had just 
reached a landmark in his college 
coaching career as the win marked 
his 100th college victory. It seems 
Providence had earned a little 
respect in this little BC gym. Sud- 
Continued from  pg. 24 
back from their loss immediately 
and defeated an improving Colby 
team 6-2 on the road, Monday 
January 20.
“ It was our second game in two 
days, and we came out sluggish," 
said Marchetti. “ They are an im­
proved team but we are eventually 
able to settle down and play our 
game.”
Annie Boulet and Marotta pac­
ed the Friars’ win with two scores 
each.
The Lady Friars will travel to 
New Hampshire this weekend to 
play in the Granit^ State Tourna­
ment which is hosted by the 
University of New Hampshire. The 
next home game for Providence is 
against the University of Toronto 
on February 2.
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denly the BC fans weren’t quite so 
loud and the BC cheerleaders 
weren’t ignoring the PC line-up 
anymore. It was amazing how loud 
the PC fans were as they could be 
heard throughout Robert’s Center.
“ We have lost some of the most 
bizarre games. These guys really 
deserved the win so much.” These 
were the words of Pitino as he 
spoke in a post game interview. It 
seems the Pitino hard work style 
had finally payed off.
Game notes: Donovan had 22 
points, five assists and one steal 
while fellow guards Brown and 
Starks added 16 points and 4 points 
respectively. Roth scored 16 points 
and collected 9 rebounds. Steve 
Wright had 4 points and 5 re­
bounds but fouled out. Barrosand 
Pressley added 18 points each for 
Boston College and McCready had 
12. Barros and Bowers were the 
leading rebounders for the Eagles 
with seven boards each.
Join the hoopla! Buy your 
tickets Thursday and Fri­
day at the BOP office.
This will be a special game 
with a class competition 
and halftime activities.
So wear your black and 
white!
(1 ticket per I.D.; coupons 
will be redeemed at BOP 
office)
Sophomore scoring sensation Gord Cruikshank struggles for puck during action against the Eagles of 
BC. (Photo by Brian T. Thornton)
the period for a 5-0 advantage.
The third period was a sloppy 
one as UMD kept the Friars from 
getting any real offense going and 
stayed back for most of the period. 
They did however manage to beat 
Terreri at the 10 minute mark when 
he lost his stick and was beaten by 
Brian Nelson for the 6-0 final.
Friar Facts: The Friars are now 
9-14-1 overall, they are 5-7-1 at 
home, 4-7-0 on the road, 5-7 in 
Hockey East and 4 - 7 in WCHA. 
The Friars were last shutout on 
November 4, 1984 by BC 5-0, they 
then went 5-1-1 in their next seven 
games. The team was 11-11-2 at 
this time last season. Next up are 
two games at Minnesota-Twin 
Cities. Due to a misunderstanding 
WDOM has not carried the last 
four games. They will not carry this 
weekend’s games but should be 
back on the air for the February 6 
home game against Northeastern.
APARTMENTS
Starting from $315.00
Utilities included. 1, 2, 3 bedrooms 
available.
Call Cheryl or Joe
351-4547 • 274-0474
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T he B ig E ast’s A ll-U g ly  Team
Well, to begin with, Welcome 
Back. Now, on to more important 
business. The Big East season has 
begun and we have seen most of the 
teams either in person or on TV. 
In watching some of these talented 
players I’m sure that many of you 
have noticed (as I have) “ Boy, 
some of these kids are just plain 
ugly!!”
In response to an increasing de­
mand, I have compiled what I 
humbly call. The Big East All-Ugly 
Team. Remember, this is my opi­
nion only and please, no letter 
bombs. In compiling and collecting
Gregory
Corcoran
the ballots I began to notice that 
there is a wealth of talent in this 
area, especially among the so-called 
upper tier of the league. What is the 
relationship 1 wonder.
Here is my starting five. But do 
not worry, if your favorite ugly 
team candidate does not appear, 
this team has one of the strongest 
and deepest benches ever 
assembled.
Starting at center, a 6’ 11” senior 
from the University of 
Georgetown, Ralph Dalton. This 
man has a nose that looks as if five 
or six thugs from the Rockford 
Files tried to put it on the other side 
of his head the hard way, right 
• through his skull. But if he asks, 
I’m out of. town.
At power forward, just a soph­
omore from SOuth Orange, New 
Jersey, Mark Bryant. The problem 
with Mr. Bryant is that he has so 
much jaw that it should be carried 
over on the next person.
Also at forward, a 6’ 6” senior 
from Syracuse, the man with the 
letterrpan gap between his teeth, 
Raphael Addison. There is ugly 
and then there is Raphael.
At guard, a 6’ 5” senior from 
Georgetown, you know him, you 
love him, you can’t stand to look 
at him, David Wingate. U-G-L-Y, 
you.ain’t go no alibi!! And speak­
ing of noses!!!
At the other guard, a six foot 
junior from New York City, 
representing Syracuse, Dwayne 
“ Pearl”  Washington. This man 
has. done for ugly what the phone 
did for communication (revolu- • 
tionized it).
The head coach of this motley 
crew. Last year’s runner up in the 
NCAA tourney, but second to 
nobody in ugly, John Thompson.
1 know, 1 know, John is an old PC 
alumni and all that. However, he 
still looks like...well you can fill in 
your own answer.
Speaking of bench players, roun­
ding out this squad is Chuck Ever- 
som of Villanova (a Herman 
Munster look-a-like). Tim Coles of 
Connecticut (a face that no mother 
could love). Demetreous Gore 
from Pittsburgh (as Charlie Brown 
would say UGH!!). John Hempel 
of St. John’s (he is new on the 
team but definitely a comer in the 
field), and Jamie Bemtom of 
Boston College.
That’s my team, and I’ll stack 
the Big East Ugly All-Stars against 
any conference in the country.
No one is a bigger basketball fan 
than I am (arguably I’m sure), and 
no one roots harder for the men’s 
team here. However, the best team 
on campus just may well be the 
Lady Friars. While we were home 
eating fruitcake, they went to 
Houston, Texas and defeated the 
number 13 team in the country the 
Lady Cougars of Houston. It
might be worth your while to come . 
see one of their home games as they 
march towards the Big East 
Tournament.
I’m just being curious but with 
a team that was said to be lack­
ing in offense why did the men’s 
hockey team put their leading 
returning scorer on defense. Ob­
viously, not only is our offense 
weak but the coach must think that 
the defense is suspect as well. On 
the basis o f the past weekend, this 
team has a lot o f work to do if it 
is to put on the traditional late 
surge that PC is famous for.
Congratulations to the men’s 
hoop squad and to Rick Pitino. 
That win over BC was Pitino’s 
100th career victory and any vic­
tory over Boston College is worth 
almost as much as a national cham- 
phionship. Go Friars as you face 
the restof what looked to be an im­
possible' January schedule. With 
one win and three close, close 
games I think you have gained alot 
o f respect both in the conference 
and around the nation.
Big East Season Opens
by Scott Corrigan
During the opening weeks of the. 
college basketball season the Pro­
vidence College Men’s Basketball 
team surprised teams across the na­
tion with their intense playing style, 
a style which reflects the personali­
ty of their first year head coach 
Rick Pitino. The Friars employed 
full court pressure on defense and 
an up-tempo offense to jump to an 
8-2 start. These first ten games were 
virtually a pre-season for the 
Friars. The true ability of this team 
was to be unveiled during their con­
tests in the Big East Conference.
The Friars game against con­
ference rival St. John’s proved that 
Pitino has put the basketball pro­
gram on the road to regaining na­
tional recognition. The highly 
ranked Redmen, led by the high 
wire act of Walter Berry, came in­
to the Providence Civic Center ex­
pecting to roll over the Friars. 
However, they were pushed to their 
limit and just barely escaped with 
a victory.
In the first half the fast break­
ing Friars stunned the Redmen by 
opening a seven point lead. St. 
John’s coach Lou Carnesecca 
realized that it was to his team’s 
disadvantage to run with the Friars. 
He had his team settle into its half 
court offense and by halftime the 
Redmen had a 6 point lead.
In the second half PC fought 
back and with three seconds re-' 
maining took a two point lead on 
an 18 foot jump shot by Billy 
Donovan. On the ensuing inbounds 
play Berry received the ball at half 
court, dribbled to the base line and 
threw up an errant shot but he was 
fouled by Donovan. Berry sank 
both free throws to send the game 
into overtime.
In OT St. John’s quickly grabb­
ed a four point lead on buckets by 
Mark Jackson and Berry. Pro­
vidence had to resort to fouling the 
Redmen to send them to the line. 
St. John’s converted their free 
throws to clinch a 95-90 victory.
Berry led all scorers in the game 
with 35 points. Dave Kipfer had 19 
for the Friars. Donovan added 17 
and Harold Starkes 16.
In their next game the Friars 
clashed with a fired up Georgetown 
squad. The Hoyas had lost-their 
two previous games on the road 
against Texas El Paso and Pitt­
sburgh. Hoya coach John Thomp­
son was determined to stop his 
team’s modest losing streak. The 
final score was indicative of the 
preparation of the Georgetown 
team as they handed PC their se­
cond conference loss, 110-79.
Most teams attempt to slow the 
pace of the game against 
Georgetown but Pitino refused to 
abandon his fast break style. The 
Friars ran with the Hoyas but just 
did not have the talent to overtake 
them. Donovan again led PC in the 
scoring column with 21 points. Er­
nie Pop Lewis scored 12 and Kipfer 
added 11.
The Friars returned to the Civic 
Center to host the Fighting Irish of 
Notre Dame in a non-conference 
battle. At the half Notre Dame led, 
43-39.
In the opening minutes of the se­
cond half the Friars scored six 
straight points to take a two point 
lead. Notre Dame quickly 
recovered from this deficit to 
regain the lead. PC would not let 
Notre Dame pull away and with ten 
minutes to play took a 2 point lead 
on a jumper by Harold Starks from 
the top of the key. But then David 
Rivers, the sophomore point guard 
of the Fighting Irish, scored ten 
points in the last seven minutes to 
lead his team to a 78-72 victory.
PC’s performances against St. 
John’s and Notre Dame have pro­
ven that the Friars are on the verge 
of becoming a force in the Big 
East. Rick Pitino has brought ex­
citing college basketball back to the 
Providence Civic Center and it 
won’t be long before these Friars 
pull off stunning upsets o f high 
caliber teams.
Get your career off to a  flying start. Become a 
Marine aviator. If you’re a  college freshman, 
sophomore or junior, you could qualify for 
our undergraduate Officer Commissioning 
Program and be guaranteed flight school 
after graduation. All training is conducted
Fly w ith the finest.
during the summer. There are no on-campus 
drills. Plus, you receive $100 a month during 
the school year.
Seniors can qualify for the graduate Officer 
Commissioning Program and attend training 
after graduation.
This is an excellent opportunity to prove your- 
self amongst the best and start off 
making from $17,000 to $23,000 
a year. See if you measure up.
Check out the Marine Corps Offi­
cer Commissioning Programs.
This is not an R.O.T.C. Program. If you think you have what it takes to be an officer of Marines see Captain Conti in the Slavin Center 21-23 January, front 10:00 - 2:00, or call collect
( 6 1 7 ) 4 5 1 - 3 0 1 2
Women’s Hoop Recap 
Ladies Beat #13 Houston
Providence College’s Lady 
Friars continue to improve and im­
press as demonstrated by their per­
formance in the Houston Lady 
Cougar Invitational this past 
weekend. The Lady Friars return­
ed home as champions after 
defeating both the University of 
Detroit and the host team, the 
Houston Cougars.
In the first round. Providence 
rode on the shoulders of Joanie 
Powers, Mary Burke and some 
great free throw shooting. Powers 
had 18 points and a  season high 8 
rebounds while Burke notched her 
second double-double of the season 
with a 13 points, 13 rebound per­
formances. In addition, Providence 
went 25 for 34 from the line, led by 
Doris Sable’s 8 of 9 shooting, PC’s
25 made free throws were four 
more than the other team attemp­
ted. With all five starters reaching 
double figures, PC ran by Detroit, 
81-68, and it was onto the finals.
The Lady Friars came well 
prepared for the number 13 rank­
ed Houston Cougars USA Today. 
A basketball in one hand and 
David’s slingshot in the other, Pro­
vidence overcame a 6 point deficit 
in the second half to win, 65-59. 
Once again, PC’s 9 made free 
throws were more than the oppo­
nent could take.
Scoring honors went to Diann 
Reynolds who had 19 points on 9 
of 13 shooting, 5 of 6 from the line. 
Mary Burke added 16 points and 
7 rebounds to her previous perfor­
mance.
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Providence began last week with 
a golden opportunity to settle a 
score with Boston College. Last 
year, BC knocked the Lady Friars 
out of the Big East Tournament in 
the first round by smothering them 
by the score of 73-59.
This year, the Lady Friars have 
been settling all of their old scores 
and this game was no different. 
Providence defeated the Eagles 
87-71. PC was led by the near 
perfect efforts o f Britt King who 
scored 25 points on 8-9 shooting 
from the field, 9-11 from the line. 
King also added 12 rebounds, 3 
assists, and 2 steals to the cause.
For the third time this year, all 
five PC starters were in double 
figures as King had 25, Joanie 
Powers 16, Mary Burke 11, Doris 
Sable and Diann Reynolds had 10 
each. The Lady Friars also con­
tinued their excellent free throw 
Shooting with an 86 percent ac­
curacy rate from the charity stripe. 
Providence was 9-3 and 3-1 in the
Big East after this game..
In their next game, however, the 
i Lady Friars ran into a dual-edged 
buzzsaw named Jackie Smith and 
Ma Li-Ma of St. John’s. Smith had 
20 points on 10 of 15 shooting 
while Ma Li-Ma missed only a 
technical free throw on her way to 
16 points, all from the floor.
Providence was minus the ser­
vices of their leading scorer, Britt 
King, who did not dress for the 
game. However, in spite of miss­
ing their top scorer, the Lady Friars 
were close for most o f the game. 
Down by three at the half, PC kept 
in range of the Express until late in 
the second half when the deadly 
shooting of Ma Li-Ma and Smith 
took their toll.
The St. John’s match-up saw on­
ly the third time all year that the 
Lady Friars had been outrebound- 
. ed. The Express did the trick with 
,an edge of 13.
Providence is now 9-4 overall, 
3-2 in the Big East.
Intramural Notes
Senior Alternate Captain Artie Yeomelakis skates for puck during the recent Providence victory over 
B .C . (Photo by Brian T .  Thornton)
M en ’s H ock ey  Ices BC
Ferguson Notches the Winner
by Pat Nero
The PC men’s hockey team pick­
ed up an extremely important vic­
tory last Tuesday when they 
defeated Hockey East rival Boston 
College 4-1. Anytime these two 
teams meet the game is a big one 
but this was especially crucial as the 
Friars had a  lot to prove. Coming 
into this game PC had yet to beat 
any of the three teams ahead of 
them, BC, Boston University or 
Northeastern. The Eagles, on the 
other hand, had yet to lose a game 
to a Hockey East team. These 
streaks would change.
PC took the lead early and never 
looked back. Gordon Cruickshank 
knocked in a rebound of a John 
Devoe slapshot 7Vi minutes in. Six 
minutes later Freshman John 
Ferguson notched his frist career 
goal when he took a perfect pass 
from Tim Sullivan and easily beat 
Eagle goalie Scott Gordon. Friar 
goalie Chris Terreri, coming off a 
7 week ankle injury, kept the 
Eagles scoreless when he robbed 
Ken Hodge at the 10 minute mark.
BC cut the deficit in half midway
HOOPS
through the 2nd period when John 
McLean picked up a loose puck 
and beat a screened Terreri. That 
would be the closest they would get 
as the rest of the period and game 
belonged to the Friars. Freshman 
Luke Vitale gave his team back its 
two goal lead when he skated in 
alone on Gordon and picked up his 
Own rebound and put it past the 
goalie.
PC iced the game when Terry 
Sullivan won a face off in the Eagle 
Zone. Freshman Neven Kardum 
grabbed the loose puck in front of 
the net and beat Gordon with a 
back hander. It was Kardum’s first 
point in his brief Providence 
career. Terreri controlled the rest 
o f the game as he continually stop­
ped the Eagles despite having to kill 
4 penalties.
Friar Facts: Boston College 
defeated the Friars 5-1 last 
November. The -Eagles lead the 
overall series 46-24-1. The. Friars 
however have 15 out of the last 20. 
The end of 1985 saw another two 
honors come to the 1984-85 Friars. 
USA Today named them R1 team
of the year and WJAR/TV 10 
. named Terreri Athelete of the year. 
3 Friars went over the 50 career 
.point mark during Christmas 
break, -Captain Steve Bianchi, 
Senior Jim Robbins and 
Sophomore Gord Cruickshank. 
Terreri went over the 2,000 save 
mark and is now third on the all 
time PC list behind Mario Proulx 
and Bill Milner. The team went 1-3 
over break. They split with Nor­
thern Michigan, winning 4-3. The 
first night and losing 5-1 the se­
cond. Artie Yeomelakis scored the 
game winner the first night when 
he scored a short handed goal with 
less than five minutes remaining. 
The next weekend PC lost two 
tough 4-2 contests at Wisconson 
with the second one coming in 
overtime. They also lost a 4-3 “ ex­
perimental”  game with Salem 
State. The teams played two 30 
minute periods instead .of the 
customary 3 20 minute. They were 
also only allowed to change lines on 
the fly, these changes were made to 
try and shorten the length of the a 
■game considered too long to be 
televised.
Congratulations to Billy D onovan fo r  being nam ed Big East 
player o f  the week fo llow ing  his outstanding perform ance in 
the Providence victory over B.C.
The IAB
Announces:
SUPERSPORTS
•to be held on April 12th and 13th.
•co-ed teams compete for a wide array of prizes.
• 1 round of competition that involves various events and 
relays.
WATCH FOR DETAILS!!!
ADMIRAL PLAZA
9 Smithfield Rd. 
(At The End of Admiral St.) 
NO. PROVIDENCE
Orders To Go — Phone Ahead
353-SUBS
UNCLE FRANK'S
S an d w ich  t: Sub Shop
75 OFF
W ITH COUPON
Any Large .
| s a n d w ic h ]
EXPIRES FEB. 28
50* OFF
W ITH COUPON
Any
SALAD PLATE!
EXCLUDING
HOURS:
Monday-Thursday 10 AM-8 PM 
Friday 10 AM -9 PM 
Saturday 10 AM-7 PM 
Sundays 11 AM-8 PM
500 o f f J
WITH OCUPON j
SYRIAN !
, TOSSED SALAD J  j J>ANDWICH
Intramural
Basketball
The Men’s A League which con­
sists of 14 teams is very competitive 
this season. Thus far, the teams to 
beat seem to be IRA, The Hoop 
Gods, and Ajax. The B League 
consists of 55 teams and 5 divi­
sions. Standings will be out early 
next week.
The action in the Begley 
Memorial Fieldhouse has really 
heated up as the season is now in 
full swing. Chuck Howard’s close 
your eyes prayer with one second 
left secured IRA’s spot as the team 
to beat. The A League all star 
ballotng has begun, as has the in­
vestigation by the league officials 
since four “ Oh-Yes” players lead 
the balloting and the team has a 
horrendous mark of 1-2. In the B 
League, the perennial Doormats 
Ineptitude have been challenged for 
their cellar spot by a group of 
young men who appear to be play­
ing with a square ball, the Wingin’ 
Mobiles. The Chris Washburn 
Stero Co. appears to be the 
favorites with Sully’s 69ers, a 
freshman team no-less, is the only 
real threat to the Stereo Co’s title 
defense.
1. The Intramural Athletic Board 
will run a racquetball tournament 
run by Doreen Ateih and Bill 
Dwyer. There will be 4 divisions 
ABC and Novice with levels for 
men and women. Play begins on 
Monday January 27th and ends on 
Thursday January 30th. The entry 
deadline is Friday January 24th. 
Sign up at the LAB office in 
Peterson.
2. Any Transfer Student who 
would like to sign up to play on an 
Intramural team should come to 
the IAB office in Peterson.
3. Rosters are being accepted for 
street Hockey, Men’s and 
Women’s Soccer, Women’s Field 
Hockey, andd Co-ed Waterpolo. A 
deposit must be turned in with the 
roster. A team will not be schedul­
ed to play till their deposit is paid.
4. Co-ed Volleyball will resume this 
Sunday. Please check schedules in 
Peterson and Slavin to see when 
your team is suppose to play.
5. Women’s 5 on 5 Basketball will 
begin this week.
6. The women’s 3 on 3 Basketball 
playoffs will be held this week.
7. Intramural Ice Hockey Stan­
dings after 1 month of play.
Men’s A
The Queefers
2. Death Merchants
3. Beansmenow
Men’s B
1. Slammers
2. Free Agents
3. Langlois Fire Engines
Women’s League
1. Kamazees
2. Mona and the Lust Craving 
Wenches
3. Team X
8. Intramural Waterpolo will begin 
this week. The Waterpolo Cham­
pions of 1985 known as the Water- 
queefs will defend their title this
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Donovan Wins Thriller 
Over BC at Buzzer
Harold Starks releases a jump shot against Villanova. PC lost in double 
overtime. (Photo by Tom  Corrigan)
Women’s Hoops Drops 
First Place Syracuse
Perfect. The Lady Friars rode 
some perfect and near perfect per­
formances on their way to a perfect 
week in the Big East Conference. 
Providence regained its winning 
ways as they defeated the Univer­
sity of Connecticut 74-68, as well 
as Syracuse 94-55.
Against Connecticut the Lady 
Friars rode the shoulders of Mary 
Burke and Doris Sable, the team’s 
high scorer with 18 points, combin­
ed 5 of 7 shooting, 8 of 8 free 
throws, and 8 assists to put 
together one of her most complete 
efforts of the season. Ten of their 
eighteen points came in the second 
half when her last four freethrows 
sealed the game away for the Lady 
Friars.
Doreen Ferguson also con­
tributed heavily in that win. Com­
ing off the bench, Ferguson had 11 
points and 7 rebounds. Doreen has 
become one of the Lady Friars' 
best rebounders on the team. She 
is the fourth leading rebounder on 
the team while averaging just under 
12 minutes a game.
Next up was Syracuse, the first
place team in the Conference. In 
this game, PC displayed the type of 
defense it is capable of, limiting 
Syracuse to just 55 points and 
holding them scoreless for the last 
eight minutes of the game.
Providence was led by Britt King 
with 26 points. That is her season 
high for the Big East schedule. 
Once again Doris Sable was near 
perfect. Besides going 6 of 13 from 
the floor and 10 of 10 from the 
charity stripe, she notched 5 assists, 
3 rebounds and only 2 turnovers in 
the game.
For the week, Sable had 40 
points on 11 of 20 from the floor, 
a perfect 18 of 18 from the line, 13 
assists, 3 rebounds, 2 steals and on­
ly 3 turnovers. She has become the 
consummate point guard while 
directing head coach Bob Foley’s 
offense.
Providence is now 11-4, 5-2 in 
the Big East. Their next home game 
is on Wednesday, January 22, 
against Georgetown (7 p.m. tipoff) 
from there they travel to Pittsburgh 
to face the Lady Panthers on Satur­
day, January 25, 1986.
by Sean P. Sweeney
Somehow it wouldn’t have been 
quite so magical a win if Billy 
Donovan hadn’t scored the winn­
ing basket when Providence 
defeated Boston College in a single 
overtime. Donovan played a 
superb game as he dumped ball 
after ball into the netting en route 
to his 22 points, and it was just fit­
ting that he score the deciding 
points.
Providence came out slowly in 
the first half and found themselves 
down 18-10 at the 11:30 mark. BC 
relied heavily on Roger McCready 
and Dominic Pressley who had 
eight and six points respectively, in 
the first nine minutes. Freshman 
sensation Dana Barros had his 
usual hot hand and at this piont 
had already buried three jumpers.
Just when it looked like PC was 
in for a sound thrashing at the 
hands of the Eagles, in BC’s far 
from adequate home court, 
.Roberts Center, Providence began 
a comeback. Obviously, BC didn’t 
see this game as important enough 
to be played in Boston Garden, so 
instead BC packed a standing room 
only crowd in to the small gym and 
allowed fans like Dana Barros’ 
father to run up and down the 
floor, practically on the court with 
his son.
At Robert’s center, reporters get
the', distinct pleasure of sitting 
amongst the seasoned Eagle fans 
whose years of experience watching 
basketball gave most of them the 
attitude that this PC club couldn’t 
touch the 1985-86 season Eagles. 
Somehow Providence wasn’t get­
ting enough respect.
Providence fans were also 
treated to the “ Class Act”  known 
as the Eagle cheerleading staff who 
decided they ought to read the BC 
school newspaper and ignore the 
announcement of the Friar starting 
lipeup. I t’s too bad all this did was 
delay the announcement of the BC 
line-up because BC fans found it 
necessary to crumble the papers 
and through them on the court. 1 
guess that indicates the quality of 
.the newspaper, but we won’t get in­
to that here.
The Friar comeback was slow at 
first with BC using the next six 
minutes to increase its lead to 
twelve points. Providence was play­
ing with more intensity at this point 
as Donovan added eight points and 
Matt Palazzi came off the bench to 
score four points.
The real story came at the 3:30 
mark of the first half when PC 
went on a ten point run in which 
senior forward Alan Roth played 
some of the best minutes of his 
career with six quick points. Don 
Brown was playing vintage Brown 
ball as he added four points. The
halftime story was BC 39 and PC 
35 but the Friars riding the emo­
tional high into the lockerroom.
The magical Pitino intensity was 
flowing when Providence came on­
to the court for the second half. An 
8-4 run consisting of a Donovan 
jumper, a Steve Wright dunk, a 
Pop Lewis jumper, a Harold Starks 
layup and finally a Jacek Duda 
score. The lead was now 46-43 
Providence.
,  Both teams exchanged hoops as 
Brown and Donovan continued to 
hit jumpers and Barros and Troy 
Bowers kept BC close. The ex­
change continued until BC’s Bar­
ros fouled Donovan and jeopardiz­
ed Boston College’s 70-69 lead. 
Donovan went to the line and 
scored one of his two foul shots 
and sent the game into overtime, 
something PC was beginning to 
grow very weary of.
The five minute overtime was a 
jump shot battle between Donovan 
and Barros. PC called a time-out 
at the 1:45 mark, with Steve Wright 
having fouled out, Dave Kipfer 
played superb ball in controlling 
some of Bower’s outstanding inside 
abilities.
Providence called a time-out at 
the .13 second point while trailing 
75-74. The inbound pass by Palaz­
zi exchanged hands and eventually 
Continued to pg. 21
Women’s Hockey 3-1 
After Month Break
Minnesota-Duluth Sweeps
Men’s Hockey Drops Weekend Series
bv Kevin Sghia
After a month layoff since their 
last game, the Lady Friar hockey 
team defeated Princeton 7-0 at 
Schneider Arena on January 12. 
The victory was definitely a grand 
way for the Lady Friars (7-2-1) to 
skate into 1986 although according 
to John Marchetti it was by no 
means a masterpiece.
Despite the seven goal victory 
Marchetti commented the month 
layoff affected his team’s skating 
and passing efficiency. The team 
returned after first semester break 
on January 5 to begin practice. 
Nevertheless the layoff didn’t ap­
pear to affect the play of Michelle 
Ricci and Lisa Brown who each 
scored two goals. Linda Belanger, 
Karen McDonough and Yvonne 
Perry also scored for Providence. 
Sue Massey recorded the shutout in 
goal with 18 saves.
PC then defeated Dartmouth 4-2
in an away game January 14. Assis­
tant coach Jackie Gladu coached 
the team to victory in the game 
because Marchetti was under the 
weather. The Lady Friars played an 
outstanding offensive game and 
recorded over 40 shots on net.
On Sunday January 19 the team 
was “ dominated” according to 
Coach Marchetti by a very com­
petitive Northeastern team. PC and 
Northeastern played to a 3-3 tie 
earlier in the year but cir­
cumstances changed in their latest 
meeting. Heather Linstad and Lori 
Marotta were both forced out of 
the lineup of the Lady Friars 
because of injuries.
“ Losing (Linstad and Marotta) 
hurt us offensively,”  commented 
Marchetti. “ We have to be at full 
strength, and without everyone in 
the line up we can be hurt.”
However, the team bounced 
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by Pat Nero
Just when it seemed the PC 
men’s hockey team would begin 
another one of its traditional 
January streaks they ran into a big 
road block in the Gophers from the 
University of Minnesota-Duluth. 
UMD took a two game series from 
the Friars 6-3 and 6-0. The 
Bulldogs, one o f the nation’s best 
teams, used a big period each night 
to defeat the Friars.
Friday night Providence played 
well and gave the Bulldogs a bat­
tle. UMD broke out on top when 
Darin lllikanien beat goalie Chris 
Terreri with a wrist shot off the 
face off. The period was a rough
one and ended with a near brawl 
when the benches cleared after 
Friar Tim Sullivan bowled over 
Bulldog goalie John Hyduke.
The second period belonged to 
PC as they scored 3 times to just 
one for UMD. Tim Sullivan tied 
the game when he tapped in a Perry 
Florio slapshot. The Friars’ next 
goal came two minutes later when 
Gord Cruickshank and Rene 
Boudreault broke out o f the zone 
while their team was shorthanded. 
Boudreault left the puck at the blue 
line and Cruickshank made a 
beautiful move past the defense 
and the goalie for the score.
The Bulldogs tied it 10 minutes 
later when they beat Terreri after
numerous saves on the power play. 
PC  retook the lead when 
Boudreault set up Artie Yeomelakis 
in front of the net and he easily 
beat Hyduke.
The third period however, was 
different as the Bulldogs capitaliz­
ed on Friar mistakes. 30 seconds in­
to the period Brett Hull and Matt 
Christensen broke in 2 on 1 and 
Hull beat Terreri with a wrist shot 
into the upper left hand corner. 
UMD got a big break at the 1:40 
mark of the period when Shawn 
Whitman of the Friars was assess­
ed a 5 minute major for spearing. 
PC did a great job killing the first 
4 minutes of the penalty but
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All eyes are on the ball which has just left the hands of Billy Donovan. The shot won the game against 
Boston College at Roberts Center in overtime. (Photo by Joseph Gaines)
